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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In this report, student researchers at the Harvard Institute of Politics have
compiled and evaluated various claims about the extent to which reforms currently being
implemented within the Massachusetts school system fulfill the demands of
Commonwealth children’s civil rights. Specifically, researchers examined whether charter
schools and school turnarounds are satisfying the civil rights of these students, with a
focus on Massachusetts students’ constitutional right to an education and the rights of
students within specific sub-populations, such as English Language Learners or Special
Education students, to receive equitable educational opportunities.
The report begins in section 2 with an evaluation of the establishment and
performance of charter schools in Massachusetts within this civil rights framework. This
section of the report starts with an analysis of charters schools’ existential justifications in
light of Massachusetts’ students’ constitutional right to education and then moves on to
discuss how well charters are serving the needs of various sub-populations. Major policy
recommendations in this section include:
 Removing barriers to charter enrollment for under-enrolled populations
o Reducing the burden of lottery paperwork by following the Washington,
DC lottery policy model
o Increasing public awareness campaigns in under-enrolled communities
 Facilitating communication between charters and traditional public schools
In the section 3, the report examines the civil rights implications of the school
improvement grant program. It begins with an examination of the rights of students
within these schools and then transitions to discussing teachers’ rights. This part of the
report then concludes with a discussion of the civil rights impact of school closures.
Major recommendations of this section include:
 Leveraging the planning potential of the turnaround process to ensure that
minority populations (like ELLs) do not lose access to beneficial programs
 Ensuring that the socioeconomic stratification evident in turnaround schools
does not prevent the hiring of quality teachers
 Ensuring that teacher evaluations are effective
 Preventing students in closed schools from simply being shuffled around within
a broken system
The report then closes with some concluding remarks and an extended
bibliography intended to serve as a jumping-off point for future research.
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1 Introduction
In this paper, we present a thorough analysis of charter schools and turnarounds
within the context of civil rights. With the increasing importance of charter schools and
the school improvement grant program, under which both turnarounds and closures fall,
to today’s education landscape, it has become ever more critical to analyze the extent to
which these reforms are serving our students’ civil rights. We hope that this paper can
help readers understand and make informed decisions about the merits of these reforms
using educational equality as a metric, as well as the usefulness of various strategies to
deal with some of the flaws these reforms may have.
The report is split into two major sections: the first discusses charter schools, the
second the school improvement grant program. Within these major sections, we have
split our evaluation of the reforms into subsections that analyze different types of
concerns, such as existential questions about the extent to which the reform serves
students’ basic right to education at all and concerns about ways in which the reform
may underserve vulnerable sub-populations. Within these sub-sections, we make use of
a pro-con structure in order to provide a balanced perspective. The “pro” section
presents the advantages that would be raised by a hypothetical advocate of the reform in
question; the “con” section presents the concerns that would be raised by an opponent
of either charter schools or the school improvement grant program. Each section then
ends in a synthesis that contains a mix of counterarguments, evaluations of the
arguments forwarded by either side (on logical, empirical, and methodological grounds),
and policy recommendations. By using this framework, we hope to provide readers with
a thoughtful examination of the topics discussed in the report: with a better
understanding of the arguments advanced by both sides, with constructive suggestions to
improve shortcomings, and with hard data about the actual facts of the case.
The report then concludes with some closing remarks and a selected bibliography
intended to serve as a jumping-off point for further research.

2 Charter Schools

Within this section, we analyze civil rights concerns as they relate to charter
schools, here defined as “a public school operated under a charter granted by the
secretary of education, which operates independently of any school committee and is
managed by a board of trustees,” per the Massachusetts Education Reform Act of 1993.
We begin by analyzing general civil rights concerns, examining whether there is any
rights-based argument about existential justifications of charter schools, and then move
on to evaluating arguments about how the existence of charters impacts the rights of
students who do not attend these schools and those of specific populations within the
charter schools.
In general, our conclusions in this section highlight the need to increase students’
access to charter schools. Specific recommendations include a streamlined application
process in order to reduce the burden on parents and greater public awareness
campaigns in under-enrolled communities. Additionally, we recommend that the state
work to facilitate better communications between administrators of traditional public
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schools and charter schools, in order to ensure that students at traditional public schools
are also reaping the full benefits of charters’ potential as innovation labs.

2.1 General Civil Rights Concerns
2.1.1 Charter School Quality
To make the case that charter schools are serving all populations, advocates must
prove two suppositions: first, that charter schools do produce educational gains, and
second, that self-selection is minimal or has minimal negative effects on charter school
performance. Whether these two suppositions are true has significant implications for
the ability of charter schools to satisfy Massachusetts’s students’ right to an education. If
charter schools are not actually producing gains for students, they would be infringing
upon their right to an education, which, in such a case, would be better satisfied by the
traditional public school system.
A large number of academic studies (although, we must note, some of these are
conducted by organizations like RAND, which have a definite bias) prove that charter
schools do not produce statistically significant gains in education. In fact, some studies
even indicate that charter schools produce losses; for example, a 2007 multistate
longitudinal study of achievement growth found that 60% of charter schools performed
more poorly expected1. These studies are typically based on underlying a thesis of selfselection, which argues that charter schools serve a different population of students who
self-select themselves into the school system. Furthermore, many lottery winner/loser
studies that prove charter school gains use unrepresentative sample types or sizes
because not all charter schools have lotteries2.
This section will therefore evaluate whether charter school education gains are
simply are a result of self-selected populations. Many anti-reformers attribute the
reported efficacy of charter schools at improving students’ results to the self-selecting
parents that take the extra effort to enroll their children in the paperwork-heavy charter
school admissions process3, since such parents would likely remain invested in their
child’s education even afterwards and be involved heavily in improving their schools
through institutions like parent-teacher associations. Additionally, the nature of the
lottery process itself also creates a charter school demographic that is very different from
public school demographics, which many point to as responsible for the alleged disparity
in charter school and public school performance. These concerns will be discussed in the
con side of this section.
However, charter advocates have argued that students do not self-select or, if
they do, that this self-selection is not the cause of charters’ gains. These researchers
point to studies that compare charter lottery winners and losers – populations which
both have parents who were involved enough to enter them into the charter lottery –
Miron, G., Coryn, C. et al. (2007). Evaluating the Impact of Charter Schools on Student Achievement: A Longitudinal
Look at the Great Lakes States.
2 Research Review: Student Achievement in Charter Schools. (n.d.). Retrieved November 29, 2014, from
http://ga.aft.org/files/research_review.pdf
3 Booker, K., Sass, T., Gill, B., & Zimmer, R. (2011). The Effects Of Charter High Schools On Educational
Attainment. Journal of Labor Economics, 29(2), 377-415.
1
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which indicate that lottery winners show gains as compared to losers, suggesting that
charters’ gains are not simply the result of self-selection. Others cite studies, which show
that implementing charter practices in traditional public schools has produced positive
effects, a finding that would suggest that charter strategies are truly effective. Some
researchers even argue that self-selection causes charters’ positive effects to be underemphasized, as the populations that seem to gain most in charter schools are the most
disadvantaged, who often do not have involved parents. The pro side of this section will
elaborate on these conclusions.
Con: Self Selection Plays a Role in Educational Outcome Disparities in Charters
There is much data that does indicate that the evidence regarding the efficacy of
charter schools is indeed skewed by factors unaccounted by many major surveys. For
one, self-selection of charter school applicants is a well-documented phenomenon: in
Boston, only 14% of students in the state apply to charters and only 9% of students end
up attending charter schools4. This low application rate can be described by many
factors: school proximity, lack of awareness, lack of responsiveness, divergent peer
actions (if your peers don’t apply to charter schools, you might not either), academic
performance relative to classmates, and, of course, also the self-selection of parents due
to the effort it takes to apply to charter schools. Applying to charter schools requires
significant dedication on the part of a student’s parents. Indeed, in order to ensure that
students will get into at least one charter school, many involved parents take on the
onerous task of applying to many different charters at once.5
This data supports the idea that self-selection exists and plays a major role in
creating disparities between charter school and public school performance, suggesting
that it may not be charter schools that are creating educational gains - if any - in students.
Pro: Self Selection Does Not Play a Role in Educational Outcome Disparities in
Charters
Charter schools typically require student applicants to enter into a lottery in order
to determine whether or not they’ll be accepted. The accepted students that go on to
attend charter schools are called “lottery losers,” whereas rejected students that go on to
attend public schools are called “lottery losers.” In charter school research, a lottery
winner/loser study compares the educational gains of charter school lottery winners to
charter school lottery losers.
Of the five lottery winner/loser studies examined6 by the neutral Georgia
Federation of American Teachers, four demonstrate that charter schools produce
statistically significant gains in education. The studies evaluated lottery winners and
losers, which both represent the single demographic of self-selected parents that were
motivated enough to apply to charter schools. These studies use the differences in gains
in education than between winners and losers to justify that the charter schools
themselves are responsible for rather than the individual parents. Many of these studies
Walters, C. (2012). A Structural Model of Charter School Choice. Massachusetts Institute of Technology. p.4
Ibid.
6 Research Review: Student Achievement in Charter Schools. (n.d.). Retrieved November 29, 2014, from
http://ga.aft.org/files/research_review.pdf
4
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(Angrist7, Dobbie8 and Fryer9, etc.) were viewed by many academics as experimental, as
well, which could prove that charter schools are not only correlated with statistically
significant educational gains, but also cause them.
While it is difficult to prove that self-selection that does not exist, many think
tanks, activists, and independent researchers also argue that self-selection, if it exists,
does not have a statistically significant negative effect on data. Indeed, Walters (2012)
suggests that if self-selection skews data, it doesn’t skew data in a way that would suggest
charter schools are less beneficial to socioeconomically disadvantaged students than they
actually are; instead, the phenomenon of self-selection skews data in a way that
understates the possible benefit of charter schools to socioeconomically disadvantaged
students10. After all, self-selected parents strengthen overall charter school institutions
like the PTA, and these overall charter school institutions benefit all of their students, yet
currently minorities are marginally underrepresented at charter schools11. Another study12
introduced the “No Excuses” regimen of charter schools to 9 low performing public
schools in Texas, and “the average impact of these changes on student achievement is
0.277 standard deviations in math and 0.061 standard deviations in reading…strikingly
similar to reported impacts of two widely lauded charter schools”13, suggesting that the
gains of charter schools can be accounted for by charter school’s methods and policies,
not demographics or parents.
Synthesis
Pro-reformers either argue that self-selection does not exist or that if selfselection exists, it exerts minimal negative effect. They tend to use lottery winner/loser
studies to back up their arguments because almost all major lottery winner/loser studies
show gains in education compared to public schools.
Anti-reformers argue that charter schools do not produce statistically significant
gains for a variety of reasons, including self-selection and methodological flaws in lottery
winner/loser studies.
However, whether or not pro-reformers or anti-reformers use a study, there are
also many methodological flaws in studies of charter school efficacy. For one,
researchers may only work with data from one particularly successful charter school in a
district, rather than data from all charters in the district, which is, again, an
unrepresentative sample size. Additionally, another complicating factor is the complexity
and secretiveness of lottery and waiting list procedures. The Mathematica study
concluded that nonexperimental studies are the only way to include non-lottery or badlottery charters in the mix, but this creates another problem: nonexperimental studies can
Angrist, J.D, Dynarski, S. M., Kane, T. J., Pathak, P.A., & Walters, C. R. (2012). Who Benefits from KIPP?,
Journal of Policy Analysis and Management, John Wiley & Sons, Ltd., vol. 31(4), pages 837-860, 09.
8 Dobbie, W., & Fryer, R. (2011). Are High-Quality Schools Enough to Increase Achievement Among the Poor?
Evidence from the Harlem Children’s Zone, American Economic Journal: Applied Economics, vol. 3(3).
9 Fryer, R. (2011). Injecting Successful Charter School Strategies into Traditional Public Schools: Early Results
from an Experiment in Houston. National Bureau of Economics Research.
10 Walters, C. (2012). A Structural Model of Charter School Choice. Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
11 Ibid.
12 Fryer, R. (2011). Injecting Successful Charter School Strategies into Traditional Public Schools: Early Results
from an Experiment in Houston. National Bureau of Economics Research.
13 Ibid.
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only prove correlation, not causation. Additionally, researchers may only work with data
from one particularly successful charter school in a district, rather than data from all
charters in the district, which is, again, an unrepresentative sample size. All in all, broader
literature reviews and meta reviews found mixed results.
Self-selection most likely exists, but it may or may not exert a negative effect on
charter school performance. Charter school performance depends on the methodology,
scope, time frame, and metrics of the academic study. Thus, it’s difficult to come to a
definite conclusion on the efficacy of charter schools. In order to provide more
conclusive results on whether self-selection truly affects charter school performance, a
more controlled study is needed.

2.1.2 Civil Right to Choose a Charter School
This section will address the idea of school choice with regards to charter schools
as a civil right. It will summarize the main philosophical arguments employed by both
opponents and proponents of charter schools about the advantages and disadvantages of
giving students the ability to choose to attend charter schools, in order to evaluate their
persuasiveness and attempt to reach a conclusion on whether being able to choose a
charter school should be considered a civil right for students in the Commonwealth.
Pro: Students should be allowed to choose a school
There are a variety of advantages to giving parents the freedom to choose the
school their child attends. First, the right to choose schools puts more power back in the
hands of the people, by allowing them to attend schools that better suit their individual
needs. In one study put together by The Friedman Foundation for Educational Choice,
an overwhelming majority of those surveyed stated that their own public schools were
not their first choice. Over 60% of respondents reported wishing they could opt into
private, charter, or home schooling.14 Therefore, the ability to choose a charter school
gives parents an additional option to provide the best education for their child.
In addition to providing additional freedom to parents, school choice can also
provide more tangible benefits, including the freedom to escape the cycle of poverty and
an increase in competition that may incentivize schools to improve their educational
programs. One advantage of giving parents school choice is that it increases students’
ability to move around within the public school system and escape failing schools. For
example, if a student were trapped in an underperforming school, the ability to move to a
better school that had an open spot would be both more efficient and valuable.
Socioeconomically disadvantaged and minority students, who are often trapped in lowperforming schools, may benefit from this choice by having the option to leave.
According to a study by the Center for American Progress, these students are
disproportionately educated by less qualified teachers.15 Without school choice, birth can
define fate; students from poorer districts, with less tax money to dedicate to their school
DiPerna, P. (2014). 2014 Schooling In America Survey. Retrieved from The Friedman Foundation for Educational
Choice website: http://www.edchoice.org/CMSModules/EdChoice/FileLibrary/1057/2014-Schooling-inAmerica-Survey.pdf
15 DeMonte, J., & Hanna, R. (2014). Looking at the Best Teachers and Who They Teach. Retrieved from Center for
American Progress website: http://cdn.americanprogress.org/wpcontent/uploads/2014/04/TeacherDistributionBrief1.pdf
14
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systems, will be consigned to remain in underperforming schools with these lessqualified teachers. Another benefit of school choice would be increased competition.
Each school in this system would have an incentive to improve in order to attract and
retain students, in order to receive funding for the school. For a further discussion of
this phenomenon, in which increased competition encourages both public charter
schools and traditional public schools to pursue strategies for improvement, please see
section 2.2.
School choice can allow for equal access to education. The idea of school choice
being a civil right can be seen in the context of the landmark Brown v. Board of
Education ruling, which ruled that segregation in schools was illegal and set the stage for
the civil rights movement. Even though schools were supposed to be desegregated, the
school system today is still highly segregated by race and socioeconomic status. School
choice would allow disadvantaged populations to gain equal footing with those who have
the resources to opt out of the public system and pay for private school. Charter schools
provide another option for poor students to seek a different education. This way, every
student would have the same ability to choose his or her school. Therefore, the ability to
choose one’s school is paramount to moving toward equality in the modern school
system.
Con: Students should not have the right to choose a school
While there are many benefits to giving students the ability to lottery in to charter
schools, critics also point out that this form of school choice has some faults. One of the
main arguments against charter choice is that it may leave students who do not attend
charters at a comparative disadvantage educationally. Students who don’t win the lottery
often end up in lower-performing schools. An analysis of students who win the lottery
and attend charters and students who lose the lottery by Harvard University shows a
measurable difference in proficiency between the two, revealing that “high school lottery
winners outperform lottery losers by about 0.13σ in ELA, 0.18σ in math, 0.18σ in
writing composition, and 0.15σ in writing topic development.”16 While this finding does
not at all indicate that it is the charter at fault, it does imply an inherent unfairness in the
system that favors the students who win the lottery while leaving the losers – and those
who have not applied – behind.
Also, some may argue that charters do not fix the root of the problem. The
systemic failings of our public school system cannot be addressed by simply allowing
some students to leave for charters. Opponents of charters argue that outsourcing
education to private entities is just a bandage, not a cure. Another point that opponents
bring up is the fact that by diverting public funds to charter schools, money is taken away
from schools that are already under-funded and serve the most disadvantaged
populations. Each state allocates money to charter schools for each student that they
attract and slowly cuts the amount of money that public districts have for their

Angrist, J. D., Cohodes, S. R., Dynarski, S. M., Fullerton, J. B., Kane, T. J., Pathak, P. A., & Walters, C. R.
(2011). Student Achievement in Massachusetts? Charter Schools. Retrieved from Center for Education Policy Research
website: http://economics.mit.edu/files/6493
16
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students.17
Additionally, with regards to diversity, opponents of school choice claim that
there is a possibility that charters will encourage self-segregation along race and/or
socioeconomic class lines, thereby decreasing the diversity of schools.18 For example, a
study by the Institute of Metropolitan Opportunity found that only 7 percent of Chicago
charter schools “showed some degree of diversity.”19 This issue could be attributed to a
variety of factors including residential living as well as disparate information between
races. This lack of an integrated school system is alarming and could be a sign of a civil
rights problem.
Synthesis
While there are differing opinions on the merits of allowing parents to choose
charter schools, the benefits seem to outweigh the costs. It is true that there is inequity in
the fact that in Boston charter students are learning more than public school students,
but there is no measurable evidence that those who lost the lottery are performing any
worse than then they would have if charters did not exist. It is neither efficient nor
logical to restrict some students from attending better performing in schools just because
it is not possible for all students to do so. In addition, this nation’s schools are still highly
segregated and allowing school choice through charters could help introduce diversity
within the education system. School choice is the civil rights issue of our time because
poor and minority students are at a severe disadvantage in the current system. Providing
every student with the ability to make schooling decisions for themselves would not only
help level the playing field, but also might improve the quality of each and every school
competing for students. Therefore, the right to choose to opt into a charter school
should be considered a civil right of every family.

2.1.3 Lottery Policy
Advocates of charter schools argue that one of the main methods for ensuring
fairness in charter school admissions is the lottery system, while critics hold that this
system instead privileges students with involved and active parents. Under our current
system, any student can apply to attend a charter school, and the school must accept any
student who wishes to attend without reference to race, ELL status, gender, special
education status, or other, similar characteristics. However, if there are more students
than spots available, a lottery must be held to determine which students gain admission
to the school. The fairness of the current blind lottery system is a controversial topic that
will be analyzed in this section.

Citizens for Public Schools. Charter Schools. (n.d.). Retrieved from
http://www.citizensforpublicschools.org/charter-schools/
18 Frankenberg, E., Siegel-Hawley, G., & Wang, J. (2010). Choice Without Equity: Charter School Segregation and the
Need for Civil Rights Standards. Retrieved from The Civil Rights Project website:
http://civilrightsproject.ucla.edu/research/k-12-education/integration-and-diversity/choice-without-equity2009-report/frankenberg-choices-without-equity-2010.pdf
19 Charter Schools in Chicago: No Model for Education Reform. (2014). Retrieved from Institute on Metropolitan
Opportunity website: http://www.law.umn.edu/uploads/77/fd/77fd345c608a24b997752aba3f30f072/ChicagoCharters-FINAL.pdf
17
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Pro: Lottery system is fair
The very concept of the lottery is centered on fairness. Charter schools across the
nation have used blind lotteries for many years. Every student essentially receives one
raffle ticket, and the lucky winners are chosen from that pool. These lotteries are
required by law to be open to any student who wishes to enter and give all students a
chance to be enrolled in the school.
Con: Lottery system is not fair
Opponents of a blind lottery argue that students who have less informed parents
are at a disadvantage in this admissions system. It is true that everyone who enters a
lottery has an equal chance of getting into a school. However, this fact does not supply
the full picture. The distribution of students who enter the lottery is not necessarily
representative of the population. Students from higher socioeconomic classes tend to
have more informed and involved parents who push students to enter the lottery. In
addition, many poor and minority students – especially students with parents who do not
speak English, as will be discussed further in section 2.3.1– simply are not aware of the
fact that charter schools exist in the first place. In addition, applying to charter schools
can often be very arduous and time-consuming. Parents first need to research all of the
charter options that they have and then spend hours filling out forms and bureaucratic
paperwork; all of this amounts to a difficult lottery process that can present roadblocks
for many families. Therefore, students with more involved parents will
disproportionately benefit from the current system. As a result, charter schools may be
increasing contributing to an increase in education inequalities between students who
have informed, involved, economically stable parents and those without such advantages.
Synthesis
While the lottery system seems like a common sense method for ensuring
fairness, at present, self-selection can lead the lottery system to produce a
demographically-skewed student body in charter schools. However, lotteries still do have
the potential to be successfully implemented to improve fairness and increase access to
the charter school system. One way to address this issue would be to follow the new
federal guidelines and allow charter schools to implement weighted lotteries, which
would give preference to students of color or students from lower socioeconomic
backgrounds.20 However, this method still introduces an inequity to the lottery system.
Even though race and income would now be taken into consideration, the sample of
students who enter the lottery would still not be representative. The students who need
the most help are the ones who never entered the lottery in the first place.
Instead, our recommendation for addressing this inequality is to lower barriers to
enrollment in charters. We advocate increasing awareness of the charter lottery system by
launching awareness campaigns that targeting low-income and minority neighborhoods.
Additionally, we feel Massachusetts ought to streamline the charter application process,
in order to cut down on onerous paperwork and increase the likelihood of parents who
lack the time and resources to apply to multiple schools entering their students in the
lottery, by creating a uniform method of applying to charter schools. Schools in
20

Department of Education. (2014). Charter Schools Program.
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Washington D.C. created one uniform lottery system that allowed students to apply to
the majority of the charter schools in the district in 2013.21 A system like this that linked
lotteries to more charters would be beneficial in a state like Massachusetts.

2.2 Civil Rights of Non Charter-Students
2.2.1 Effects of Charters on Traditional Public Schools
The effects that charter schools have on their neighboring public schools and
their students are wide and varied. This section will discuss the positive and negative
effects of charter schools on public schools, assess the validity of claims that charter
schools engage in “cream skimming,” a common criticism of charter schools, and
suggest policies that should be enacted based on the research and analysis done.
Pro: Charters increase the quality of education throughout their districts
There are several ways charter schools can positively impact public schools.
Overall, existing statistical evidence shows that the presence of charter schools is often
tied to beneficial changes in other public schools. These changes seem to come about
through two complementary mechanisms: first, that the presence of charter schools
encourages district schools to increase their efforts to attract students and thus
encourages them to improve their programs to remain competitive; and second, that
some public schools benefit from the increased flexibility of charters and adopt
innovations pioneered by these “innovation lab” schools. This has led the opening of
charter schools in certain districts to be linked to public school districts increasing
marketing efforts, placing greater emphasis on customer service, and implementing new
education programs and new specialty schools.22 These positive impacts of charter
school on public schools will be discussed in greater detail below.
One study conducted by U.S. Department of Education examined the impact of
the presence of charter schools on public schools districts within 5 states: Arizona,
California, Colorado, Massachusetts, and Michigan. This study found that the presence
of charter schools in a public school district leads to districts placing a greater emphasis
on customer service, changing staffing arrangements, and adding new educational
programs.23 These results from the study were seen primarily in districts with decreasing
enrollment correlated with increased enrollment in neighboring charter schools. Because
districts with decreasing enrollment experience a negative impact to their yearly budget,
they often implement new strategies and programs to encourage students to enroll or to
stay enrolled in the district. Overall, nearly half of district leaders reported becoming
more customer service oriented, increasing their marketing or awareness of the education
system and public relations efforts, or increasing the frequency of their communication
with parents.24
21Brown,

E. (2013, November 19). D.C. Is Preparing a Unified Enrollment Lottery For Its Traditional and
Charter Schools. The Washington Post.
22 Challenge and Opportunity: The Impact of Charter Schools on School Districts. (2003, September 2).
Retrieved October 21, 2014, from <http://www2.ed.gov/rschstat/eval/choice/summary.html>
23 Ibid.
24 Ibid.
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The presence of a charter school in the district seems to encourage administrators to
improve the conditions of their schools to appear more appealing in order to lower the
number students who are interested in attending the charter schools and attract them to
their local public school instead. Many of the public school districts in the study
implemented new educational programs and made changes in educational structures in
district schools such extending the amount of time students are in school and creating
new programs that were similar to those in the local charter schools, in response to the
increased competition from the charter school in their area.2526 Examples of programs
introduced from charter schools include increased learning time, more student-level
differentiation, frequent use of data to alter the scope and sequence of classroom
instruction, and a culture of high expectations.
The evidence from the study done by U.S. Department of Education is
supported by a study by Marc J. Holley, Anna J. Egalite, and Martin F. Lueken,
researchers at the University of Arkansas, that states traditional public schools in urban
districts have adopted some charter ideals such as engaging parents by marketing their
schools, increasing the courses and subjects they offer, and replicating charter school
practices - in order to retain and attract students.27 Michael Goldstein, who works at the
MATCH charter school in Boston, Massachusetts, developed a model that lengthened
the school day by two hours and used the additional time to provide tutoring in both
math and reading for students in every grade level. Roland G. Fryer, Jr., Professor of
Economics at Harvard University implemented Goldstein’s charter school model from
the charter school in a Houston public school system and demonstrated that students
who received more tutoring performed significantly better than their non-tutored peers
in treatment schools.28 As a result, the traditional public schools in these districts offer
the new initiatives listed above than schools that aren’t affected by this competition.

Ibid.
Teske, P., Schneider, M., Buckley, J., & Clark, S. (2000). Does Charter School Competition Improve
Traditional Public Schools? Civic Report. <http://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/ED469277.pdf >
27 Holley, M. (2013, October 15). Moody's: Charter schools pose greatest credit challenge to school districts in
economically weak urban areas. Retrieved October 26, 2014, from
<https://www.moodys.com/research/Moodys-Charter-schools-pose-greatest-credit-challenge-to-schooldistricts--PR_284505?WT.mc_id=NLTITLE_YYYYMMDD_PR_284505>
28 Fryer, R. (2014). Injecting Charter School Best Practices into Traditional Public Schools: Evidence from Field
Experiments*. The Quarterly Journal of Economics, qju011.
25
26
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Figure 1 School inputs and practices and School effectiveness27
Since charter schools enjoy increased curricular and pedagogical flexibility, they
are able to become innovation labs that serve as “testing grounds” for new curricula,
from which students in conventional (non-charter) schools can benefit, when these
charter-developed programs are modified and developed into successful models and
implemented in the public school system at large. In effective charter schools, school
program reflects the school’s freedom to experiment, to be creative in terms of
organization, scheduling, curriculum, and instruction. Since the public school systems do
not have the means or flexibility to create and test-run their own curriculum or methods
of teaching, this symbiotic relationship between charter schools and public schools can
be seen as very useful.
As quoted in a study done by the U.S. Department of Education, the principal of
Roxbury Preparatory Charter School in Massachusetts said, “The way we are going about
closing the achievement gap for our kids simply would not be possible under the present
confines of the public school system.”29 The novel ways charter schools can put these
practices together often results in a school culture and operational structure quite
different from those in neighboring schools.30 Innovations at charter schools can take
place in the form of longer school days, adjustments to teaching pedagogy, and
Department of Education. (2004). Innovations in Education: Successful Charter Schools. Retrieved from
http://www.p12.nysed.gov/psc/documents/USDOESuccessfulCharterSchoolsreport.pdf.
30 Ibid.
29
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scheduling configuration. For instance, one study done by the Manhattan Institute found
that traditional public school leaders frequently mentioned the expanded school day,
which was pioneered in charter schools, as an innovation that would be attractive to
parents of their students. This is believed to be one of the clearest cases of charter
schools leveraging school-level change in the traditional public schools that was
uncovered by the study.”31
Roland G. Fryer, Jr.’s Houston study on how public schools can implement
charter school principles above can be applied to the Massachusetts context. In the
2010–11 and 2011–12 school years, five practices identified by Professor Fryer as those
of effective charter schools— a focus on human capital, the use of student data to drive
instruction, providing high-dosage tutoring, extending time on task, and establishing a
culture of high expectations— were implemented in schools in Houston.32 The overall
goal was not to replace traditional public schools with charter schools, but rather to
emulate in both charter and traditional public schools practices that have been shown to
be successful. In 2010–11, the Houston study included nine middle and high schools; in
2011–12, the study added eleven elementary schools, for a total of twenty Houston
Independent School District schools. Although the evidence from Houston and Denver
is preliminary, it holds tremendous promise that the best practices of successful charter
schools can play a strong role in improving low-performing, traditional public schools.
Early evidence shows that this proposal could have a dramatic impact on the 3 million
students in the nation’s worst performing schools, at a marginal cost of less than $2,000
per student.33According to the graph from the Hamilton Project, one can see the effects
of extended learning time and additional months of schooling. Overall, charter schools
can positively affect public schools by introducing an element of competition, which can
promote the adoption of new practices within public school systems.
Con: Charters decrease the quality of education for non-charter students
While there are many positive aspects of charter schools’ effects on public
schools, it is important to keep in mind the negative effects associated with charters as
well. According to the same study by U.S. Department of Education, schools districts
reported that charter schools negatively impacted the yearly budget. This is because
public schools are allocated per-pupil funding so the less students it has, the less funding
it receives. In addition, the presence of charter schools in public school districts lead
administrators to lay-off staff, downsize their central offices, close schools, and increase
class sizes. These effects were seen when the school districts had a decreasing enrollment
rate. The claims made by the U.S. Department of Education study are supported a study
done by Moody’s Investors Service, which found that school districts report a further
loss of per-pupil funding dollars when student leave the district in favor of charter
schools or private schools that can offer a more robust set of services for students. 34
Teske, P., Schneider, M., Buckley, J., & Clark, S. (2000). Does Charter School Competition Improve
Traditional Public Schools? Civic Report. < http://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/ED469277.pdf >
32 Fryer Jr, Roland G. "Learning from the Successes and Failures of Charter Schools." (2012).
33 Fryer Jr, Roland G. "Learning from the Successes and Failures of Charter Schools." (2012).
34 Holley, M. (2013, October 15). Moody's: Charter schools pose greatest credit challenge to school districts in
economically weak urban areas. Retrieved October 26, 2014, from
<https://www.moodys.com/research/Moodys-Charter-schools-pose-greatest-credit-challenge-to-school31
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Furthermore, the Moody study also states that districts are not able to adjust their
operations in response to charter school growth. In other words, since charter schools
pull students from a variety of grade levels across a district, it is challenging for district
officials to make strategic decisions to cut back on expenses, such as consolidating
classrooms or schools.
Opponents of charter schools also criticize the claim that charter schools serve as
innovation laboratories. In order for the claim to be valid, there must be an expectation
that the lines of communication between the two sectors will be open and that
information will flow freely between them. This cannot be guaranteed as the attitude of
school district officials towards charter schools varies widely; districts that are hostile to
charter schools are unlikely to encourage communication. There are also concerns about
whether information flows in the other direction. According to a study done by
Manhattan Institute of Research, an official of the District of Columbia Public Schools
(DCPS) suggested that there is little actual communication between sectors because there
is no incentive for educators at charter schools to convey information back to the
traditional public schools, as they are too busy and because many of them have little
desire to communicate.35
In addition to the financial concerns that charter schools impose on public
schools, one common criticism of charter schools is that they engage in cream skimming.
Cream-skimming is belief that the educational choice system created by charter schools
privileges those students and parents whose race, class, or educational background afford
them a better position to navigate the market for schools. Cream skimming is seen as a
major concern because if true, public schools would be impacted negatively. Cream
skimming not only takes out students from with a high socioeconomic status who are
involved and vocal; it also takes their active and involved parents out of the system. If
they are taken out, who is left to get involved or to advocate for change? Additionally,
according to Dr. Kevin Welner, professor of education policy at the University of
Colorado at Boulder, charter schools can shape their student enrollment in surprising
ways that often decrease the likelihood of students enrolling with a disfavored set of
characteristics, such as students with special needs, those with low test scores, English
learners, or students in poverty. When charter schools overtly, or even unconsciously,
urge students to leave – for instance, by not offering services for special education
students or English language learners – they send those students back to traditional
public schools and increase the population of such students in the public school
system.36
Synthesis
Charter schools have the potential to positively affect public school systems
because they do not redirect money from public school systems and can help improve
school programs if communication between public and charter schools is improved.
districts--PR_284505?WT.mc_id=NLTITLE_YYYYMMDD_PR_284505>
35 Teske, P., Schneider, M., Buckley, J., & Clark, S. (2000). Does Charter School Competition Improve
Traditional Public Schools? Civic Report. <http://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/ED469277.pdf >
36 Strauss, V. (2014, May 20). A dozen problems with charter schools. Retrieved November 2, 2014, from
http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/answer-sheet/wp/2014/05/20/a-dozen-problems-with-charterschools/
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First, it is important to understand that in Massachusetts, charter schools do not
significantly redirect funding from public schools. In the study done by the Manhattan
Institute Center for Civic Engagement, district leaders and principals in Massachusetts
universally agreed that the financial impacts of growing charter school enrollment have
been negligible. A Massachusetts law enacted in 1995 and amended in 1999 that created a
sliding scale of state reimbursement for financial losses due to charter school enrollment
is partly the reason why they viewed these effects as negligible. The amount reimbursed
decreases over four years after the new school opens its doors (from 100 percent to 60
percent to 40 percent to 0 percent).37 This slow adoption of full financial penalty for loss
of students, along with additional state aid to the schools through other channels, has
thus far prevented the traditional schools in Massachusetts from experiencing the full
withdrawal of funding due to charter schools.38
Further, charter schools can improve public school programming by introducing
an element of competition, as mentioned above. The study done by the Manhattan
Institute Center for Civic Engagement found that many Massachusetts superintendents
and principals are making changes designed to produce more appealing and effective
schools, despite less financial incentive to do so. This effect can be seen especially in
districts where the superintendent was already leaning towards reforming district
operations. There the likelihood that such change was enhanced by competition from
charter schools.” 39
School districts should have open and mandatory communications between
charters and public schools so that public schools can adjust their operations in response
to charter school growth. By enacting this policy, the concerns against charter schools as
innovation labs would no longer be valid. As for the fear of charter school’s engaging in
cream skimming, there is evidence that suggests that charter schools do not intentionally
or inadvertently skimming high achieving students or dramatically affecting the racial mix
of schools.4041 To further prevent any concerns of cream-skimming, policies should be
enacted to enforce all charters to provide a lottery based system of admittance and to
make the application process easily accessible so that families and students from lower
socio-economic status do not get left out. This will be discussed in more detail in the
school choice and lottery section of this report.

2.3 Civil Rights Within Charter Schools
2.3.1 ELL Students
Teske, P., Schneider, M., Buckley, J., & Clark, S. (2000). Does Charter School Competition Improve
Traditional Public Schools? Civic Report. http://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/ED469277.pdf
38 Ibid.
39 Ibid.
40 Zimmer, R., Gill, B., Booker, K., Lavertu, S., & Witte, J. (2009). Do Charter Schools "Cream Skim" Students
and Increase Racial-Ethnic Segregation? Retrieved from
http://www.vanderbilt.edu/schoolchoice/conference/papers/Zimmer_COMPLETE.pdf
41 Forman, James, Do Charter Schools Threaten Public Education? Emerging Evidence from Fifteen Years of a
Quasi-Market for Schooling (October 26, 2010). University of Illinois Law Review, Vol. 2007, May 2007;
Georgetown Public Law Research Paper No. 921101.
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This section will discuss the status of English Language Learner programs in
Massachusetts charters and address the extent to which charters are providing students
in such programs with equitable access to education. Despite the student gains we so
often hear about when it comes to Massachusetts charters, our charter schools seem to
have significant room for improvement when it comes to addressing the needs of
English Language Learner students. Although charter schools nationally seem to
produce significant learning gains for ELL students, Massachusetts charter schools are
under-enrolling ELL students when compared with similar public schools. As a result,
Massachusetts students are not benefiting from the charter ELL programs at an equitable
rate. . Our primary recommendations for addressing these concerns are (1) providing
greater guidance to charters in the creation of their ELL programs and (2) increasing
charter outreach to non-English-speaking communities.
Pro: Charters create improved educational opportunities for ELLs
Nationally, the available evidence seems to indicate that charters are providing
statistically significant gains in test scores for ELL students Although the examples
within Boston do not show a substantial improvement between ELL students within
charters and non-charters, a respected national study on charter schools produced by
Stanford’s Center of Research on Education Outcomes (CREDO) shows that charters
produce a positive impact on students who are part of ELL programs., The results were
determined through the increases of scores in both mathematics and reading shown in
the graph below.
The CREDO study examined the each charter school’s students and created a
“Virtual Twin” of each individual charter student with a public school counter-part that
had similar characteristics in test scores and traits.42 The study then looked at these
“Virtual Twins” and compared their state test results to determine whether there were
any differences between charter schools and traditional public schools. The results of the
study yielded that over the entire nation, it seems that charters do seem to benefit ELL
students.43

National Charter School Study Executive Summary. (2014) (1st ed., pp. 17, 20). Stanford. Retrieved from
http://credo.stanford.edu/documents/NCSS%202013%20Executive%20Summary.pdf
43 Ibid.
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Figure 2 Summary of Significant Charter Impacts by Student Group44

Figure 3 Impact with Hispanic English Language Learners44

Within these two graphs we see that there are large impacts on the ELL learning growth
44

Ibid.
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overall. The first graph reflects that across the nation, the English Language learners
seem to do better mathematically and reading wise on their state testing. The second
graph shows the growth and the increases of learning made by Hispanic ELL students
overall. The graph shows that ELL students seem to do just as well as traditional public
school students (TPS) after 43 days of TPS learning.
It is important to note that across the entire nation, Charter schools seem to be
more effective for ELL students with higher test scores; however within Boston there it
does not seem that there is a substantial difference between TPS students and Charter
School students. For the schools that have made substantial gains in test scores utilized
the elements of bilingualism. What this means is that teachers have to be trained in
bilingually, with the goal to speak English equivalently to their American counterparts.
The steps involved are slow transitions from the language into English, until English is
fully assimilated into the classroom. 45 46 Schools have the discretion to choose what kind
of ELL program they can use for their school; however, the most successful ELL
programs found within the nation are bilingual programs. This kind of program is found
in Texas, where they have some of the most diverse kinds of individuals. Where almost
75% of students are ELL, the Texas state law requires the use of bilingual education and
requires students to learn in that manner. As a result there were substantial gains in
learning in those schools.47
Con: Charters are underserving ELLs
Conversely, the Massachusetts charter system seems to be seriously underenrolling ELL students. In a study done by the Multicultural Education, Training &
Advocacy Inc. (META), in a cross school comparison of the academic achievement
between all the individual schools within Boston, there was a clear indication that the
charter schools were not giving ELL students better education, but also that the
acceptance rate of ELL students was not reflective of the state’s ELL population. None
of the charter schools within Boston were even close to being representative of the ELL
population as a whole; the closest school was still enrolling less than half the projected
amount of ELL students within the area.48
This trend in Massachusetts reflects a broader, national pattern. Across the
nation, while ELLs make up around 4.8% of the total student population, they only
comprise 4.6% of the charter population, as shown in the graph below.

Zehr, M. (2014). Charter Schools Being Urged to Serve ELLs. Education Week. Retrieved from
http://www.edweek.org/ew/articles/2010/09/01/02charter_ep.h30.html
46 Clair, N. (2014). Charter Schools and ELLs: An Authorizer and School Leader Guide to Educating ELLs (1st ed.).
Chicago: National Association of Charter School Authorizes. Retrieved from
http://www.qualitycharters.org/assets/files/images/stories/publications/Issue_Briefs/IssueBriefNo22_Charter
SchoolsandELLs.pdf
47 Zehr, M. (2014). Charter Schools Being Urged to Serve ELLs. Education Week. Retrieved from
http://www.edweek.org/ew/articles/2010/09/01/02charter_ep.h30.html
48 Charter Schools and English Language Learners in Massachusetts: Policy Push Without the Data. (2014) (1st
ed., p. 5). Retrieved from http://www.edweek.org/media/metacharterschoolbrief.pdf
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Figure 4 Table of ELL Students by District Charter School Status, 2007-200849

Figure 5 Exposure to ELL Students by Student Race for Charter and Traditional Public
Schools49

Apart from the low enrollment of ELL students, the META study also stated that
there was almost no difference in the education levels between that of the public school
and that of the charter school within the city of Boston. If we just examine the raw data
given by the state education audits, we can see that there is a definite discrepancy
between the various districts and the state test score levels.49 The insufficiency of a
measurable increase suggests that ELL programs in charter schools are not better for
ELL students compared to a normal public school. While nationally there are substantial
gains in math and reading test scores, there seems to lack that kind of improvement with
charter schools within Massachusetts. Apart from that, ELL students are also being
under-enrolled which also does not help the ELL population as a whole because there is
a fewer number of these individuals enrolled with these schools. As a result, charter
schools are unable to refine their ELL programs to ensure that the programs are working
maximally in improving ELL learning.
Synthesis
Looking at the information given, we are able to see that ELL programs within
Boston are insufficient. Compared to the programs across the United States, the
education provided to ELL students via charter schools within Boston is comparatively
lower than those outside of Massachusetts. Another aspect that we must look at is the
Charter Schools and English Language Learners in Massachusetts: Policy Push Without the Data. (2014)
Retrieved from http://www.edweek.org/media/metacharterschoolbrief.pdf, 5.
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physical number of ELL students being enrolled within these charter schools. Right
now, the enrolled population is not reflective of the population as a whole, so we need to
find a solution to be able to increase the number of students enrolled.
The first recommendation is targeting the education levels produced by these
Charter schools. Right now, the requirements for an ELL program is very fluid.50 There
is no solid program that specifies how a school should educate ELL students. Because
of this fluidity, there are various methods to educating ELL students, and some of the
methods utilized are inefficient and do not work. As of now, there are five commonly
used ELL programs: ESL pull-out, sheltered English, structured immersion, transitional
bilingual, and dual language programs. Apart from these five, there is nothing else much
used; from these programs, researchers are able to find the best way to educate these
students, and acclimate them into the American society. They said there must be a
higher standard, implying better teachers and having more time allocated on helping
these students learn English.
These schools also have to provide a more welcoming environment for these
individuals to thrive in, and to have a nurturing place. They claim that English isn’t just
about learning the words, but also practicing the application of these words with fellow
students in a more practical sense.51 As a result, a recommendation is that we should
help ELL students by setting up guidelines for the charter schools to follow to ensure
that students will do well. Charter schools are typically leading success in students,
however in ELL programs, there seems to be a lack of it. Therefore, to have some
guidelines for these charter schools to follow would be good for the schools to improve
their ELL education. A large aspect of choosing the best program is through
determining the population, and being able to identify what the community needs. What
this would mean is that there should be a set guideline to have a specified ELL program
out there to increase the performance of both English as well as test scores. Currently,
the Massachusetts ELL policy is that as long as the ELL students pass a given test, then
they should be able to “graduate” the program, but that doesn’t sufficiently cover the
actual education in reading, math that they need to have.52,53
Our second recommendation is that charters increase their efforts to locate of
ELL students. As discussed above, there is a smaller ELL population within the charter
schools than there is within comparable public schools. It is not that these individuals are
not getting lotteried in at the same rate as non-ELL students, but rather simply that
fewer ELLs are applying for these charter schools, due to lack of knowledge of this
resource. As a result, one possible way to address this discrepancy is for Massachusetts
charter schools to increase outreach to families who cannot speak English to inform
Mansukhani, S., & Chinchilla, F. (2014). Serving English Language Learners: A TOOLKIT FOR PUBLIC
CHARTER SCHOOLS (1st ed.). National Alliance for Public Charter Schools. Retrieved from
http://www.publiccharters.org/wpcontent/uploads/2014/01/NAPCS_ELL_Toolkit_04.02.13_20130402T114313.pdf
51 Clair, N. (2014). Charter Schools and ELLs: An Authorizer and School Leader Guide to Educating ELLs (1st ed.).
Chicago: National Association of Charter School Authorizes. Retrieved from
http://www.qualitycharters.org/assets/files/images/stories/publications/Issue_Briefs/IssueBriefNo22_Charter
SchoolsandELLs.pdf
52 Ibid.
53 Transitional Guidance on Identification, Assessment, Placement, and Reclassification of English Language Learners. (2014) (1st
ed.). Malden, Massachusettes. Retrieved from http://www.doe.mass.edu/ell/TransitionalGuidance.pdf
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them of charter schools and the opportunities they offer. Outreach to cultural centers in
immigrant communities or to adult English-language programs could increase the
likelihood of information about charters reaching families of students who do not
already know of them.54

2.3.2 SPED Students
This section will analyze whether charter schools in the Commonwealth are
adequately respecting the civil rights of special education students by providing them
with an equitable education. Two questions must be considered when examining special
education in charter schools and in public schools: whether charter schools are delivering
educational services to special education students at fair rates, and whether special
education programming is equitable between charter schools and public schools. We will
therefore evaluate both how special education curricula in charter schools compares to
that in public schools and how special education demographics differ between charter
schools and public schools (in order to determine whether charter schools are enrolling
special education students fairly).
Every school in Massachusetts, including both traditional public schools and
public charter schools, is required to accept students regardless of special education
status. As a consequence, every school is therefore also required to provide a range of
alternative education options as necessary, to serve the needs of any special education
students who enroll.55 The alternative education options for each student are determined
by an individualized education program, or IEP, created by school personnel in
conjunction with the student and parent(s).56 The IEP is central to a special education
student’s daily classroom experience; they are usually are written to create the least
restrictive environment possible for a student, and so they emphasize integrating the
student with the general classroom. While charter schools seem to be providing special
education students with high quality IEPs, as discussed in the pro section below, they do
not seem to be fully discharging their duty to enroll special education students at equal
rates, as discussed in the con section.57
Pro: Charters’ flexibility allows them to provide enriched services to SPED
students
Proponents of charter schools believe that charter schools are uniquely suited to
cater to the needs of special education students due to their flexibility. Charter school
flexibility is a result of their exemption from the Massachusetts Curriculum Frameworks

Clair, N. (2014). Charter Schools and ELLs: An Authorizer and School Leader Guide to Educating ELLs (1st ed.).
Chicago: National Association of Charter School Authorizes. Retrieved from
http://www.qualitycharters.org/assets/files/images/stories/publications/Issue_Briefs/IssueBriefNo22_Charter
SchoolsandELLs.pdf
55 Massachusetts Primer on Special Education and Charter Schools. (2009, February 1). Retrieved November 27,
2014, from http://www.doe.mass.edu/charter/sped/primer_sIII.pdf
56 IEP Process Guide. (2001, January 1). Retrieved November 27, 2014, from
http://www.doe.mass.edu/sped/iep/proguide.pdf
57 Right to Attend Notice. (2014, January 1). Retrieved from http://www.excelacademy.org/our-schools/rightattend-notice
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to which public schools must adhere58. Charter schools focus extra attention on how
special education students spend their time outside of the general classroom. As a part of
a charter school with more flexibility than a traditional Boston public school, special
education teachers and administrators can implement IEPs that are tailored to the
specific needs of the student. The charter schools’ flexibility allows them to offer services
like speech therapy, occupational therapy, physical therapy, psychological counseling,
and/or adjustment counseling to their students.3 These additional options available allow
charter schools to better serve their students in a timely manner, bypassing the
bureaucratic process that many public school teachers and/or administrators would need
to adhere to.
Furthermore, charter school proponents point to hard data to show that their
unique special education programs truly benefit their students. Two specific studies in
2013 analyzed the performance of special education students in charter schools and in
traditional public schools. The Boston Foundation focused specifically on charter
schools in Boston, and found that special education students gained 52 percentage points
in their competency of English language arts and Math, as determined by tenth-grade
MCAS scores (see Figure 1) as compared to non-special education students, who only
gained 9 percentage points.59 This data was corroborated by the Center for Research on
Education Outcomes at Stanford University, which studied charter schools in
Massachusetts. It found that special education students in charter schools scored .03
standard deviations higher on standardized math tests than those in traditional public
schools. Similarly, charter school special education students scored .07 standard
deviations higher on standardized English tests (see Figure 2).60

Figure 6 Estimates of Effects by Baseline Special Education Classifications60

Massachusetts Curriculum Frameworks. (2014, January 1). Retrieved from
http://www.doe.mass.edu/frameworks/current.html
59 Charter Schools and the Road to College Readiness: The Effects on College Preparation, Attendance and
Choice. (2013). Retrieved from http://www.tbf.org/~/media/TBFOrg/Files/Reports/Charters and College
Readiness 2013.pdf
60 Center for Research on Educational Outcomes at Stanford University. (2013). Charter School Performance in
Massachusetts. Retrieved from http://credo.stanford.edu/documents/MAReportFinal_000.pdf
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Figure 7 Impact with Special Education Students61

Opponents of charter schools point to a disparity in special education enrollment
figures between Boston charter schools and public schools. From 2003 to 2012, the
difference in the percentage of special education students enrolled in public schools and
in charter schools has been a few percentage points each year: an average difference of
7% in middle schools and 3% in high schools. However, the number of special
education students in charter schools has been consistently rising over the last few years.
As a result, the gap between special education enrollment in public schools and charter
schools is shrinking: in 2013, the Boston Foundation found that the percentage of
special education students applying to charter schools was almost the same as the
percentage of special education students in the public school system. Even more telling
is their conclusion that special education students in charter schools had the greatest
achievement gains of any student group, showing that charters’ special education
programs are, in fact, some of their most effective programs.62
Con: Charters lack infrastructure to serve SPED students equitably
Opponents of charter schools point to the lower special education enrollment in
charter schools as an indication of a charter school’s general inability to provide adequate
services for their special education students. Charter schools generally lack a public
school district’s scale and capacity for reserving funds for special education because they
are not eligible for many funding opportunities that public schools are.63 For example,
charter schools cannot receive construction aid from the Massachusetts School Building
Ibid.
Charter School Demand and Effectiveness: A Boston Update. (2013). Retrieved from
http://www.tbf.org/~/media/TBFOrg/Files/Reports/Charter School Demand and
EffectivenessOctober2013.pdf
63 Peyser, J. (Winter 2014). Boston and the Charter School Cap. Education Next, 14(1). Retrieved from
http://educationnext.org/boston-and-the-charter-school-cap/
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Authority, decreasing the amount of funding they can specifically devote to special
education funding. Furthermore, charter schools receive 22% less funding than public
schools do overall.64 As a result, Marc Kenen, executive director of the Massachusetts
Charter Public School Association stated definitively that charter schools are
underfunded.65
As a result, charter schools seem to lack the large-scale infrastructure that public
schools have for dealing with special education students. For instance, parents of special
education students in Boston public schools have formed a Parental Advisory Council to
advocate collectively for more comprehensive special education programming. Monthly
Special Education Parental Advisory meetings include discussions of solutions to issues
in their children’s education, training sessions for how to encourage their children to
study, and support groups to ask other parents and professionals for advice.66 Parents in
the council also advocate for the least restrictive environment for their child, as well as
more transition options from middle to high school as well as from high school to
vocation. No complementary parental advisory council for parents of special education
students in charter schools.
As a result, parents of special education students seem to lack confidence in
charter special education services. The same Center for Research on Education
Outcomes at Stanford University study cited above concluded that one of the main
reasons for lower special education enrollment in charter schools was that parents of
such students were unlikely to enter their children into charter school lotteries due to
their conclusion that Boston public schools have more resources and longer-standing
programs.67
Synthesis
Charter schools have the potential to be very effective for special education
students. Although test score data shows that special education students make large
academic gains in charter schools, a discrepancy still exists between special education
enrollment in charter schools and public schools. This synthesis will address two issues
that still remain for special education in Boston charter schools: first, the discrepancy of
enrollment, and second, the inequitable funding available. The synthesis will recommend
greater charter school outreach to special education students and families as well as
efforts to ensure equitable funding opportunities for both charter school and public
school special education programming.
Hard data shows that there is a lower percentage of special education students in
Boston charter schools than in public schools, despite the greater gains in test scores that
special education students in charter schools make over their peers in public schools, and
Charter Public Schools 101. (2014, January 1). Retrieved December 4, 2014, from
http://www.masscharterschools.org/about-charter-schools
65 Rhim, L., & O’Neill, P. (2013). Improving Access and Creating Exceptional Opportunities for Students with
Disabilities in Public Charter Schools. Retrieved from http://www.publiccharters.org/wpcontent/uploads/2014/01/Special-Education-in-Charter-Schools_20131021T154812.pdf
66 About Us: Boston Special Education Parent Advisory Council. (n.d.). Retrieved November 27, 2014, from
http://bostonspedpac.org/
67 Center for Research on Educational Outcomes at Stanford University. (2013). Charter School Performance in
Massachusetts. Retrieved from http://credo.stanford.edu/documents/MAReportFinal_000.pdf
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the greater variety of special education programming available in charter schools. An
explanation that charter school opponents offered was that charter schools used
different standards than public schools while classifying students as eligible for special
education. The Boston Foundation found, however, that the difference in special
education classification standards was negligible, and certainly does not address the
smaller percentage of special education students in charter schools. 68
A more compelling argument that explains the smaller percentage of special
education students in charter schools is that parents of special education students are not
aware of the greater test score gains and greater variety of special education
programming in charter schools. A solution that can close the gap between enrollment
figures, therefore, should target raising awareness. Case studies of charter schools in New
Orleans have shown that special education enrollment has significantly increased when
charter school administrators specifically mention their special education programming
in recruitment brochures and open houses, encourage special education parent networks
very similar to Boston’s public school Parental Advisory Council, and visit homes of
prospective special education students to talk with their families personally.69 While some
of these practices may not be possible for Boston charter school administrators, it’s clear
that intentionally raising awareness of the unique characteristics of charter school special
education programming should be a priority for Boston charter schools.
Another recommendation would be to ensure equitable availability of special
education funding for both Boston charter schools and public schools. Special education
funding should not be allocated on the basis of whether a school is public or charter, but
rather, by the needs of the students enrolled. Equitable funding opportunities ensure that
each special education student in Boston receives a high-quality education regardless of
the type of school they are enrolled in.

3 School Improvement Grant Program
Within this section, we analyze civil rights concerns as they relate to the School
Improvement Grant program. Specifically, we begin with a discussion of the turnaround
reform model, in which certain low performing schools receive school improvement
grant money and are required to pursue certain strategies, like excessing staff and rehiring
no more than 50% of the old faculty or providing additional professional development
time, in order to “turn around” their performance, and then move on to discussing the
school closure model, in which the lowest performing schools are closed and students
are sent elsewhere in the district.
Our analysis of the turnaround model within the framework of civil rights begins
with an evaluation of how equitably the model serves specific sub-populations and then
proceeds to a discussion of the implications of the model’s effects on teachers both as it
relates to students and to the teachers themselves. In the first section on subCharter Schools and the Road to College Readiness: The Effects on College Preparation, Attendance and
Choice. (2013). Retrieved from http://www.tbf.org/~/media/TBFOrg/Files/Reports/Charters and College
Readiness 2013.pdf
69 Rhim, L., & O’Neill, P. (2013). Improving Access and Creating Exceptional Opportunities for Students with
Disabilities in Public Charter Schools. Retrieved from http://www.publiccharters.org/wpcontent/uploads/2014/01/Special-Education-in-Charter-Schools_20131021T154812.pdf
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populations, we highlight the need to leverage the turnaround planning process in order
to ensure that programs offered in a pre-turnaround school, like specific ELL
programming, are not lost after the turnaround occurs. Then, we move on to discussing
the implications of the excessing-rehiring process. Our major conclusions in this
segment are centered around the need to ensure that the turnaround model achieves its
potential as a mechanism for connecting students with high quality teachers. The section
begins with an analysis of concerns about the socioeconomically-disadvantaged nature of
many turnaround schools, a situation that tends to depress the recruitment of high
quality teachers. Then, we discuss the importance of good excessing and rehiring
practices, in order to ensure that teachers’ rights are being appropriately respected.
The main policy imperative discussed in our section on the school closure model
is the need to ensure that students are not simply shuffled around within a broken
system when their schools are closed. Although the model seems to have significant
potential for ending the serious problem of stagnation and apathy about unacceptable
results within our school system, at present, we do not believe the school closure model
is achieving its full potential.

3.1 Turnarounds
3.1.1 ELL Students
In recent years, the number of students in schools in Massachusetts who are
considered English Language Learners (ELLs) – that is, those with “sufficient difficulty
speaking, reading, writing, or understanding the English language to be denied the
opportunity to learn successfully in classrooms where the language of instruction is
English or to participate fully in the larger U.S. society” 70 – has increased. Such students
now make up 7.9% of all students in Massachusetts,71 and represent a significant
minority of students who, according to a letter sent to the Massachusetts Department of
Elementary and Secondary Education by the Educational Opportunities Section of the
Department of Justice’s Civil Rights Division in 2011, are not receiving an adequate
education.72 This letter pointed out that “[a]t least 45,000 teachers in 275 school districts
across Massachusetts lack adequate training to instruct students who speak limited
English, potentially impeding thousands of the students from advancing academically.” 73
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This condition drastically infringes upon the right to obtain an education for the roughly
62,400 ELLs in Massachusetts.74.

Figure 8 Achievement gap between ELLs and non-ELLs. Massachusetts has one of the worst

achievement gaps between ELLs and non-ELLs in the entire nation.75

In order for any type of education reform to be successful, it must address this
issue specifically and completely, taking care to provide for the different needs of ELLs.
This portion of our report aims to address the effectiveness of turnarounds in
accomplishing this significant goal. First, we will examine how the evidence that exists on
ELLs in turnarounds shows that they are not focusing enough attention on these
students. Next, we will discuss the strategies that have been shown to work in improving
the educational opportunities for young people who are still learning English. Finally, we
will provide recommendations on how these strategies can be employed in
Massachusetts’s turnaround schools, allowing this type of education reform to
substantively improve matters for the people of this state.
Con: The current state of turnarounds harms ELLs
Right now, turnarounds are not doing enough to focus on English Language
Learners (ELLs) and ensure that they are provided with the best education possible.
Though this type of reform is rather new, and thus the data on its effects are scarce,
there is a consensus among the reports that have analyzed the relationship between
turnarounds and ELLs that this type of reform does not benefit ELLs unless very
specific steps are taken to engage and include them. These same reports find that, almost
across the board, these steps have not been taken.
A study by the Institute of Educational Sciences’ National Center for Education
Evaluation and Regional Assistance (NCEE), part of the Department of Education’s
research arm which focuses on conducting large-scale analyses of federally funded
Table 204.20. Number and percentage of public school students participating in programs for English language
learners, by state: Selected years, 2002-03 through 2011-12. (2013, January 1). Retrieved October 26, 2014, from
https://nces.ed.gov/programs/digest/d13/tables/dt13_204.20.asp
75 (Source: Collins, B., & Samson, J. (2012). Preparing All Teachers to Meet the Needs of English Language
Learners)
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education initiatives and programs, analyzed 11 SIG schools with a median of 45% ELLs
and found that programs for these students were not improved, and in some cases were
negatively affected, by the turnaround process.76 In order to evaluate these schools, this
report identifies some key strategies that are essential to engaging and educating ELLs,
citing several studies of ELL performance improvement to do so (see the next
subsection for more analysis on how and why these strategies are significant, as well as
for some of the studies cited by the NCEE report). The report then uses interviews,
surveys, and visits to the schools to rate its sample schools on the following six
categories:
(1) School improvement goals explicitly target ELLs,
(2) School uses disaggregated data for ELLs or data on English
proficiency to inform ELL instruction,
(3) School targets extended learning time (ELT) toward meeting ELL
students’ needs,
(4) School implements instructional practices that open access to content
or address socialization needs of ELLs,
(5) School pursues professional development for teachers on addressing
ELL needs, and
(6) School enacts targeted strategies for engaging ELL parents. 77
As the next step in statistically analyzing these schools, the NCEE report uses the ratings
in these categories to place the schools into one of four groups based on how much
attention was paid to the large populations of ELLs within the school. Schools were
categorized as giving:
(1) strategic attention to meeting the unique needs of ELLs,
(2) moderate attention to meeting the unique needs of ELLs,
(3) limited attention to meeting the unique needs of ELLs, or
(4) no specific attention to meeting the unique needs of ELLs.78
These ratings and categorizations form the basis of the report’s conclusion that these
schools, regardless of their large ELL population, paid an inadequate amount of
attention to the unique needs of these students. The report’s “analyses placed all 11
schools in one of the two middle categories: ‘moderate attention’ (three schools) or
‘limited attention’ (eight schools) to the unique needs of ELLs in their improvement
efforts.”79
This essential analysis is a clear indicator that turnaround efforts in this sampling
of schools chosen specifically for their high populations of ELLs failed in improving
their services for these students. However, this evidence does not in any way show that
turnarounds are incapable of providing these services to students; rather, it shows that
specific steps can be taken during the turnaround process to accommodate these
students much better, and assist them in the challenging task of learning academic
material while learning the language in which it is taught.
A Focused Look at Schools Receiving School Improvement Grants That Have Percentages of English
Language Learner Students. (2014). Retrieved October 27, 2014, from
http://ies.ed.gov/ncee/pubs/20144014/pdf/20144014.pdf
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Pro: Turnarounds have the potential to enhance ELL education outcomes
Though its findings show that turnarounds do not serve ELLs effectively, the
NCEE report discussed above discusses several ways that turnaround schools can
improve the quality of education for the many ELLs enrolled in Massachusetts’s schools.
Turnarounds provide a unique opportunity for policies that focus on ELLs specific
needs to be implemented by a school’s new administration and teachers, allowing for
greater opportunity for the state’s ELL students. Specifically, turnarounds provide (1) a
specific planning process that can encourage schools to give their students the attention
they need, (2) much-needed training for teachers working with ELLs, and (3) a
requirement that schools provide extended learning time, which has shown tremendous
potential to help ELLs and other students in overcoming challenges and learning more
effectively.
As the NCEE report points out, the state can require turnaround schools to
describe their plans for ELL improvement in order to receive SIG grants. 80 Forcing
schools to evaluate and their plans to accomplish goals relating to English language
instruction, as well as to prioritize their goals, provides the potential for the development
of a plan that is inclusive of ELLs. As long as schools take time to evaluate and improve
instruction for groups like ELLs, the planning process can lead to improvements in test
scores for students of all types, and not for just ELLs.81 The careful planning inherent in
turnarounds can thus play a key role in improving education for ELLs.
Another element of the turnaround process that has the potential to improve
conditions for ELLs is the increased funding provided for teacher development. This
funding can be used to provide better and more specific training for teachers with ELLs
in their classrooms. According to a report by the Center for American Progress, a key
problem that ELLs face in the classroom is that their teachers do not have training nearly
specific enough to deal with their needs.82 The increased training for new and old
teachers in a school that has been turned around therefore provides a critical opportunity
for addressing this problem. Additionally, the hiring of new teachers in the turnaround
process allows schools to choose teachers who have already learned the specific skills
required for teaching ELLs and are more suited to teaching those students.83
Another key element of turnarounds with the potential to dramatically help ELLs
is the requirement that they make use of Extended Learning Time (ELT) by adding time
to the school day or providing additional programs outside of school hours specifically
for ELLs.84 This additional time can be tailored specifically to help ELLs by providing
Ibid., 11
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additional ESL courses before or after school, offering assistance in understanding
academic language, or other similar programs.85 Such programs, along with others such
as college counseling and assistance, constitute the types of support systems identified by
a separate study as essential to ELL success in schools with high proportions of ELLs in
California.86 If implemented correctly, the requirements on turnarounds could thus allow
ELLs new opportunities the get the focused attention they need to succeed academically.
This analysis makes it clear that, although turnarounds have not yet been
successful in improving conditions for ELLs, various elements of the SIG grants system,
and turnarounds in particular, allow for the reforms necessary to help ELLs in their
learning.
Synthesis
The above analysis makes it clear that turnarounds can benefit ELLs in very real
ways; however, the facts show that they are not doing so. This unfortunate dilemma
forces us to look at what changes can be made to Massachusetts's implementation of the
federal SIG grant program and especially to the state’s turnaround program to improve
the education for the thousands of ELLs across the state. Research on education for
ELLs in general provides a key piece of this answer to this question, and, when placed
into the context of the SIG grant program, create a series of policy recommendations
outlined below.
First, the state should require that individual schools or local education agencies
produce a comprehensive plan for their turnaround that pays a significant amount of
attention to ELLs, and implements curriculum changes to better include them in the
turnaround process. As mentioned above, schools are required to submit a turnaround
plan in order to receive funds, and our recommendation is to modify this
recommendation to ensure that ELLs are taken into account in these plans. 87 These
plans should be required to include all of the following:
(1)
Include a written curriculum that links the “development of
language skills” to the “development of knowledge in academic
subjects.”88 This means that instruction builds on background knowledge
that ELLs already possess to assist them in learning new skills in reading,
writing, speaking, and listening.89 Additionally, in mathematics, effective
curricula for ELLs involves a focus on mathematical reasoning using
everyday language and multiple models to ensure complete understanding
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despite the barrier that language imposes.90 Effective curricula in the
sciences also use multiple models, including visual ones, to describe
situations and help students to deal with the often complex language in
scientific texts.91
(2)
Provide effective training for new and old staff in dealing
with the unique needs of ELLs.92
(3)
Create programs for engaging the parents of ELLs actively in
their learning.93 Several studies have found that students perform better
when their parents are actively engaged in their learning; therefore,
schools can improve learning for ELLs and other groups by engaging
parents more fully in the educational process.94 Schools must therefore
prepare plans to engage parents, especially the parents of ELLs, who likely
are just learning English along with their children. This requires that the
school host meetings and information sessions for parents in various
languages, while also providing information to parents in a similarly multilinguistic way.
Additionally, the state should create new standards for hiring practices in
turnaround schools, which emphasize skills directly related to ELL success. Such skills
include, but are not limited to, speaking multiple languages, having training in using
visual and other models to explain complex concepts to students still struggling with
learning English, and having training in assessing ELL performance.95 Since an essential
component of turnarounds is the firing and hiring of about 50% of a school’s teachers,
as well as some of their administrators, new standards for hiring will provide a significant
number of skilled teachers and administrators to schools with high numbers of ELLs.
These skilled teachers can complement the school’s specially tailored curriculum, and
allow students to perform at their highest level.
Finally, schools with a high proportion of ELLs in their student body should be
required to use extended learning time (ELT), an existing requirement within the SIG
grant system, to provide ELLs with additional opportunities for learning.96 ELT should
be used for programs to assist ELLs with their unique needs by providing extra support
through additional ESL courses before or after school, offering assistance in
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understanding academic language, or other similar programs.97 This extra support will
allow ELLs to perform better in the classroom without detracting from the classroom
experience of other students.
These recommendations thus provide a plan to turn the largely unsuccessful
mission of turnarounds to improve education for all, including ELLs, into a more
successful venture, in which students of all backgrounds and native languages are allowed
the opportunity to obtain a quality education. This mission is especially important for the
state of Massachusetts, which historically has failed to provide educational opportunities
to every subtype of its citizens. In reforming this broken system, turnarounds may be
crucial, but only if ELLs are taken into account throughout the process.

3.1.2 Socioeconomic Effects
With approximately 600,000 residents living below the poverty line, the Bay State
contains schools with 40 percent of children living below the poverty line and 90 percent
of students eligible for free or reduced price lunches.98 In 2010, our Commonwealth took
an audacious legal step in turning around its lowest performing schools, which are
attended by an exorbitant number of impoverished students. Signed into Massachusetts
law in January 2010, “An Act Relative to the Achievement Gap” requires districts with
schools designated as underperforming (Level 4) to initiate a process for school
turnaround designed to promote the increasing improvement of student achievement
and cultivate an intellectually-stimulating learning environment for students within three
years.99 Districts therefore can assume the authority to change the conditions that have
contributed to the compromised performance. Simultaneously, the federal School
Improvement Grant (SIG) program provides financial resources that districts and
schools can competitively apply for and use to jumpstart turnaround efforts. This
program helps address the issue of inadequate and incompetent educators by hiring
mostly new faculty and incentivizing them to effectively teach through increased grants
allowances towards their paychecks. However, turnarounds are limited in scope, as they
do not address the disparity in students’ socioeconomic status that is evident in lowperforming public school districts. For pedagogical reform to succeed in establishing
equal opportunity for educational access across Massachusetts, this disparity must be
dismantled.
This facet of our report analyzes the effectiveness of the turnaround school
model addressing these socioeconomic inequalities and their effects. To begin, we will
consider mechanisms within the turnaround model that are socioeconomically beneficial
and augment the caliber of educational resources offered to students. Next, we will
demonstrate how existing data on students’ socioeconomic backgrounds in turnarounds
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suggests that turnarounds perpetuate class stratification in school districts, thereby
undermining the quality of the education they provide. Finally, relying upon the
conclusions of our inquiries into both the positive and negative consequences of
turnarounds, we will provide recommendations on methods to improve students’
socioeconomic representation in Massachusetts’ turnaround schools, upholding the
state’s constitutional recognition of education as a civil right.
Pro: Turnarounds Augment Educational Quality through Strategic Funding Allocation
Data analysis indicates that the flexible budget allocation enabled by the
turnaround model provides students with better and increased resources—the caliber
and quantity of which were not formerly seen in lower-performing districts—that
produce identifiable academic improvements. Section 1J of the “Act Relative to the
Achievement Gap” requires districts with a Level 4 school to allow district
superintendents and school principals to “reallocate existing budget or provide additional
funding” by using the “Allocated Funding” method.100 Under this method, school
administrators can use personal discretion to prioritize areas that they perceive as lacking
adequate funding. As evidenced by a policy analysis conducted by the Institute for
Strategic Leadership and Learning (INSTLL) for the Massachusetts Department of
Elementary and Secondary Education, this legal sanctioning of superintendents and
principals’ autonomy has led to the allotment of a higher percentage of School
Improvement Grant (SIG) funds to supply students with “additional, high quality direct
instruction” that is catered to their individual needs.101 In short, the increased freedom
to allocate resources—and financially supplement them— gives under-performing and
under-privileged students’ opportunities previously not afforded.
Between 2010 and 2014, thirty-one of the thirty-four Level 4 schools in
Massachusetts received School Redesign Grant (SRG) and Bridge Grant funding,
amounting to $50.26 million. As displayed in Figure 1, an approximate total of $24.82
million was spent towards faculty development—between paying teachers and teacher
assistants for extended time spent in school, hiring and staffing additional teachers and
administrations, as well as providing supplementary stipends for teachers’ summer
work.102 By fiscally prioritizing faculty development, Massachusetts turnaround schools
have harnessed the turnaround model to incentivize teachers to expend more effort into
creating lesson plans, providing extra-help sessions for students struggling to
comprehend material, and offering valuable criticism through thoroughly graded
assignments. Such incentive serves as a buffer to the Commonwealth’s 2010-2011
teacher turnover rate of 19.4 percent, providing a mechanism instead for teacher
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retention.103

Figure 9 The percent allocation and the dollar amount of total SRG and Bridge Grant funds
by Staffing, Time, and Resources. 2010-11 to 2013-14103

Figure 10 The percent allocation and dollar amount of SRG and Bridge Grant funds by
improvement focus, excluding stipends for extended time. 2010-11 to 2013-14103

With the exclusion of fringe benefits and funding for extended learning time,
Massachusetts turnaround school districts apportioned approximately $32.47 million of
SRG and Bridge Grant funding to institute local, microscopic school reform.
Accordingly, these districts allocated the largest portion of non-extended learning time
SRG funds to the direct instruction of students (34%, $10.69 million). This funding of
direct student instruction requires efficiency and strength in the previously enumerated
School Turnaround in Boston Public Schools. (n.d.). Boston Public Schools Case Study, 5-5. Retrieved November
12, 2014, from http://www.erstrategies.org/cms/files/1488-boston-case-study.pdf
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financed activities: the hiring of teachers and staff to provide instruction, the use of
stipends to pay existing teachers who provide additional instruction to students, and the
hiring of consultants that work directly with students on academic content.104 INSTLL’s
analysis found that, comparatively, non-turnaround Massachusetts schools distribute
only 18 percent of SRG funds to direct student instruction.105 The 24 percentage point
differential therefore attests to the realignment of pedagogical emphasis prompted by the
turnaround model’s Achievement Gap provision for institutionalized economic support
for student learning.
Affirming the improved monetary portioning induced by turnarounds, INSTLL’s
analysis cites both increased teacher incentive—from increased remuneration for extra
time spent in school— and enhanced teacher-student instruction—from increased
funds—as the catalysts for eleven closures in the state’s Child Poverty Index (CPI)
achievement gaps and heightened performance on English Language Arts (ELA) and
Mathematics assessments. Ten of the Massachusetts schools identified as undergoing
rapid scholastic gains in 2010-11 (their first year as a Level 4 schools) continued such
progress and exited Level 4 status in 2013.106 More specifically, in 2012-13, the four
Level 4 high schools (Burke High School and English High School in Boston, Dean
High School in Holyoke, and High School of Commerce in Springfield) that adhered to
Allocated Funding exhibited increased ELA scores, decreasing the CPI achievement gap
by an average of 8.5 points.107
In conferring upon Superintendents and principals the ability to allocate SIG and
SRG funding in accordance with enhanced teacher motivation and direct student
instruction, “An Act Relative to the Achievement Gap” underscores the socioeconomic
advantages of the turnaround model.
Con: Turnarounds Sustain Stagnant and Stratified Socioeconomic Representation in
Student Bodies to Detriment of Education
While existing analysis highlights the benefits of strategic funding allocation
permitted by the turnaround model, evidence also suggests that the turnaround model’s
failure to socioeconomically diversify student bodies contributes to inequity in
educational quality for a multitude of reasons. By changing a school’s principals,
teachers, or managements in order to turn around high-poverty schools, the turnaround
model fails to turn around three primary factors that promote low academic
performance: student class stratification, parental investment, and faculty quality. A
Boston Public Schools Case Study indicates that the 6,000 students educated in Level 4
Schools within BPS districts are comprised of the following demographics:
●
●
●

92% Black or Hispanic
86% eligible for free/reduced-price meals
40% limited English proficient
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22% Special Needs
Approximately 67% live in the Circle of Promise (a five-square-mile area that
contains a few of Boston’s most impoverished neighborhoods, including
Roxbury and Dorchester).108
Progressive think tank The Century Foundation produced a report, “Turnaround
Schools That Work: Moving Beyond Separate But Equal,” that suggests why these
statistics—unaddressed by superintendent and principal autonomy in finance
budgeting—preserve the socioeconomic class structures that undermine instruction
quality, regardless of how much money is funneled towards the endeavor. Because the
turnaround model depends on hiring 50% of teacher talent from a totally new applicant
pool, and quality teachers are statistically less likely to choose to work in
socioeconomically impoverished districts, the disadvantages incurred by the model’s lack
of provisions for socioeconomically integrating the schools it is enacted in may be
significant. To determine this significance, we will examine the Foundation’s findings on
the interaction between student body demographics and student academic achievement.
The report suggests these statistics preserve socioeconomic structure because:
●
●

1) They perpetuate the achievement gap by sustaining a concentration of
under-privileged, under-performing students—a concentration that yields
negative externalities.
2) They perpetuate a lack of parental involvement, as parents of such underprivileged students do not have the luxury to spend time on their children’s
academic endeavors, when they can must financially support their families.
3) They perpetuate poor faculty quality because experienced administrators
and teachers are less incentivized to work in an impoverished school district.

Figure 11 Cumulative Average Decrease in CPI Achievement Gap in ELA and Mathematics,
Achievement Gain and Non-Gain Schools. 2010110
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Low-income schools in the Commonwealth, among the Level 4 schools
identified by the Massachusetts Department of Elementary and Secondary Education,
experience disorder problems—“behavioral and emotional problems”109— among
students three times more often than state-designated middle-income schools. This
disparity perpetuates skewed social mores in a classroom, causing impressionable
students to emulate their misbehaving peers, thereby producing an educational
environment inhibited by behavioral setbacks. Furthermore, classmates in high-poverty
schools also are more likely to move during in the middle of the school year, creating
disruptions in the classroom. By third grade, 60% of extremely low-income students
have attended two schools; comparatively, this phenomenon is observed in only 30% of
more wealthy third graders. 110

Figure 12111

Socioeconomic integration yields benefits in the form of peer influence. Underprivileged students are introduced to their more privileged peers’ knowledge, workhabits, and vocabulary. Because of these positive externalities and the strong relationship
between a student’s socioeconomic status and her academic performance, it is inevitable
that high-poverty schools remain at a disadvantage.111
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The 1966 Coleman Report, which concluded that the strongest school-related
predictor of student achievement was the socioeconomic composition of the student
body, underscores the necessity of policy initiatives that address socioeconomic
disparities perpetuated by turnaround models.112 Recent statistical analysis confirms the
relationship between individual achievement and student-body characteristics. A 2010
meta-analysis found that students of all socioeconomic statuses, races, ethnicities, and
grade levels were likely to have higher mathematics performance if they attended
socioeconomically and racially integrated schools.113 Data disseminated by the 2011
National Assessment of Educational Progress in mathematics show a steady increases in
low-income 4th graders' average scores as the percentage of poor students in their school
decreases.114 The economist Douglas Harris calculated that only 1.1% of majority-lowincome schools consistently performed in the top third of their state. 115 Thus, changing
socioeconomic demographics within a student body is more effective than only changing
faculty in remedying the systemically-induced inferior performance rates in high-need
schools.
The insular socioeconomic representation maintained by the turnaround model
also inhibits parental involvement in student education. Parents play an integral role in
their children’s educational experience: parents can serve as an assistant during the
homework process and student advocate who holds school officials accountable for
changes to the curriculum and Board of Education policies. The Century Foundation’s
research indicates that low-income parents—who may be working multiple jobs, may not
own a car, and may have themselves received a sub-par education—are four times less
likely than more-wealthy parents to be members of a Parent Teacher Association (PTA).
Additionally, such parents are only half as likely to volunteer in the classroom or serve on
a school committee.116 By conserving a mostly uniform socioeconomic demographic—a
poor one, at that—among student bodies, turnaround schools not only ensure noneconomically-diverse peer-to-peer interaction, but also limited parent-to-student
interaction, consequently harming students educational opportunities.
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Figure 13117

As indicated, the student body’s socioeconomic makeup and parental
involvement alter the recruitment of teachers for turnaround districts, thereby altering
the primary mechanism behind the turnaround model. The Century Foundation’s
research finds that experienced teachers avoid employment in high-poverty and highminority schools, on average. Moreover, teachers in disadvantaged schools are less likely
to be licensed, teaching in their field of expertise, have high teacher test scores, and have
extensive formal education. Teachers report caring as much about their work
environments as they do about salaries: the behaviorally disruptive, parent-detached
environment under the turnaround model is consequently not conducive to attracting the
best qualified educators, in turn causing a skewed trend in which under-equipped
teachers unwillingly choose turnaround school districts as last resorts. Eric Hanushek of
Stanford University, John Kain of the University of Texas at Dallas, and Steven Rivkin
of Amherst College estimated that, in order to get who they deemed a preferable
demographic, non-minority female teachers, to stay in urban schools, school officials
would have to offer a salary premium of between 25% and 43% for teachers with zero to
five years of experience. 118 Such a salary premium is an exorbitant expenditure—one
that cannot be assuaged by the 35% of SRG and Bridge Grant funding allocated towards
1171988
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reimbursing extended time spent in school by teachers and assistants.

Figure 14119
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Due to its very design that continues the concentration of poverty within the
student body, turnarounds cannot fully grant equal opportunity to access of high-quality
education for its students. The reform model cannot provide an adequate accelerated
learning for students due to the lack of middle-income and affluent students who attend
turnaround schools, the subsequent lack of parental participation in the pedagogical
process, and the lack of highly-qualified teachers who work in such districts. However,
through amendments to its design, which will be further discussed in the synthesis
section, the turnaround model has the capacity to actualize its purpose to turn around a
school’s academic performance by intervening in helping desegregate the school’s
socioeconomic composition.
Synthesis
The above analysis demonstrates that the turnaround school model is grounded
in state ordinances that assist teacher-student instruction through improved allocation of
funds. However, the model does not address the high-poverty concentration within
turnaround districts. Through research on historical best practices in education reform,
we have created policy recommendations that aim to reconcile the Achievement Gap
Act’s advantages in revitalizing budgeting finances with the pedagogical disadvantages
extended by a non-economically diversified student body:
First, Massachusetts school districts should emulate the use of
socioeconomic status as the main factor by Cambridge, Massachusetts in its 2001
controlled choice desegregation plan by employing this plan in conjunction to
firing and hiring about 50% of a school’s teachers and administrators. That is,
Massachusetts schools should turn around school population along with a
school’s administration Conceived by Charles Willie, one of the district’s consultants,
Cambridge’s plan was designed to:
“...include and treat fairly all students in all schools of a district. Moreover, they empower
parents and their children by permitting them to choose schools of attendance; they
promote diversity by way of enrollment-fairness guidelines that guarantee space in all
schools for racial, ethnic, socioeconomic and other groups in the community; and they
promote school improvement by using the choice data as a referendum on attractive and
unattractive schools.”121
Since 2001, parents who register their children in Cambridge schools can choose
to indicate whether they are eligible for free or reduced-price school lunches. The
respective school district then balances students from poor families with students from
more affluent families. Michael Alves, an additional educational consultant for
Cambridge, cites Champaign, Illinois’ use of controlled choice fiscal desegregation as a
viable strategy for Massachusetts. The Midwestern town takes into account many factors
in its controlled-choice program, including single-parent households, how many children
the parent is raising, and the parent’s own education level.122 Alves compares the
120
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thoroughness of Champaign’s controlled choice program to taking a patient’s medical
history: “We don’t send a kid into a doctor's office and say, 'Give me his name and
address.' That would be asinine. You want to know about the family medical history.”123
Cognizance of family history lends itself to the creation of solutions catered towards
repairing the tenuous parental involvement apparent in turnaround schools. Richard
Kahlenberg, a fellow at The Century Foundation, points to Raleigh, North Carolina,
where an economic integration plan has been instituted in school districts, test scores are
increasing, and 90 percent of students are reading at or above the grade level.124 He also
cites a study in Montgomery County, Maryland, where a carefully controlled experiment
found that students whose families were lotteried public housing in socioeconomicallyintegrated school areas significantly outperformed those whose neighborhood schools
were given significantly enhanced resources.125 Rebalancing a school’s population on the
basis of factors considered by Cambridge, Raleigh, and Montgomery County will yield a
more socioeconomically balanced student demographic –a turnaround more conducive
to academic achievement than the allocation of funding enabled by the current
turnaround model.
Furthermore, recent students have associated a school’s socioeconomic status
with student achievement, after controlling for the individual socioeconomic status of a
student’s family. Re-analysis of the previously mentioned Coleman Report—using the
more sophisticated statistical technique of hierarchical linear modeling (HLM)—finds
that the school’s socioeconomic status matters more to student achievement than does a
student’s family’s.126 Geoffrey Borman and Maritza Dowling of the University of
Wisconsin at Madison concluded that “the achievement difference between a school
attended by students of average wealth and a school with a student body composed of
students 1 standard deviation below the mean level of wealth was nearly 1 ¾ times
greater than the achievement difference between a student of average wealth and a
student who was 1 standard deviation less wealthy.”127 Cambridge’s policies actualize
Borman and Dowling’s reasoning. In 2008, Cambridge graduated 88.8 percent of its lowincome students in four years compared with 64.8 percent of low-income students
statewide and 59.1 percent of low-income students in Boston. Cambridge’s black and
Hispanic students graduation rates also far surpassed black and Hispanics in Boston and
statewide in graduation rates, while whites in Cambridge graduate at the same level as
whites statewide, and far ahead of whites in Boston. 128 The positive results seen in
Cambridge’s use of socioeconomic status is not only aligned with current sociological
trends, but is also aligned with higher graduation rates. Consequently, the
Commonwealth should turnaround under-performing schools’ socioeconomic status.
Thus, placing the reform’s emphasis on altering the socioeconomic composition
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of the student body results in a rebalance of enrollment so that the school does not serve
an unbalanced concentration of the most disadvantaged students. Socioeconomic
integration will supplement the achievement of low-income students by shifting
enrollment to place more low-income students in mixed-income schools. This upholds
an allocation of academic benefits that subverts socioeconomic disparity, enabling access
to high-achieving, affluent peers, an engaged community of parents, and competent
teachers—three components that the turnaround model does not recognize in its
implementation.
Second, Massachusetts should implement magnet school themes into
current turnaround schools, thereby facilitating change in not only faculty, but
also student and parent demographic representation. 129 Under this suggested
implementation plan, school leaders can use money from the turnaround model’s
‘Allocated Funding’ provision to implement these magnet models, thus still maintaining
the turnaround school model without conversion into a magnet school. School leaders
can then poll parents to determine the type of programs that would be attractive to their
children, and subsequently institute magnet programs in previously failing schools. Such
magnet programs can attract middle-income students interested in pursuing a certain
academic field; consequently, specialized teachers who are best suited to teach the
programs will be attracted to teach due to the more proportionate mixture of middleclass and low-income students attending the school. Also, an established quantity of lowincome students should be given the opportunity to fill the spots in more-affluent
schools that are vacated by middle-income children transferring to the magnet school.
This re-proportioning of middle-income and poorer students among more-affluent
schools and magnets schools will result in socioeconomically integrated schools, and
consequently, heightened classmate interaction across class lines—providing a structural
measure against behavioral disturbances that are prevalent in schools with highly
concentrations of low-income students.
The use of magnet programs to improve the turnaround school model is
substantiated by studies referenced by The Century Foundation’s report, concluding that
magnet schools have greater levels of achievement than do non-magnet schools and
produce quicker achievement gains in many subjects.130 Data from the 2007 National
Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) shows that low-income students attending
more-affluent schools scored almost two years ahead of low-income students in highpoverty schools. Low-income students given a chance to attend more-affluent schools
performed more than half a year better, on average, than middle-income students who
attend high-poverty schools. Thus, magnet schools achieve the same end goal as
Cambridge’s controlled choice desegregation plan, yet through implementing a structural
impetus for middle-class integration—magnet programs—and low-income integration—
redistribution of enrollment in more-affluent schools.
One successful example of utilizing a modified magnet turnaround school model
is the Tobin School in Cambridge, Massachusetts. As indicated earlier in this section of
the report, Cambridge employs a universal choice system and desires an economic
balance in student representation among schools. In 2008, city officials turned the
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struggling, low-income Tobin School, located near a large low-income housing complex,
into a Montessori school—based on a pedagogy that tries to foster children’s
independence and psychological, physical, and social development through nature rather
than formal teaching methods.131 In the 2006-7 school year, Tobin received a meager 12
first-choice applicants for its available 60 pre-kindergarten and kindergarten slots. The
school saw an increase, however, to 145 applicants after opening as a Montessori school
the next year. The new applicant class also demonstrated a diversified socioeconomic
representation, with two times as many middle-class as low-income students. 132
These recommendations to begin controlled choice desegregation plans on the
basis of socioeconomic status and magnet school turnarounds in Massachusetts offer a
procedure to fulfill the turnarounds’ goal of equalizing educational opportunity for highpoverty students and increasing inferior academic performance. By focusing on changing
the socioeconomic demographics of the student and parent populations within a district,
turnarounds can provide a safeguard for Massachusetts’ children’s civil rights.

3.1.3 Teachers
The premise that turnarounds rest on is that good teachers do immeasurable
good for student learning. While structural changes are important in helping close the
achievement gap, perhaps nothing is more important than the human aspect of
motivated and effective teachers who care about their students. Teacher quality can make
or break a student’s future. Kati Haycock from the Education Trust notes, “The research
shows that kids who have two, three, four strong teachers in a row will eventually excel,
no matter what their background, while kids who have even two weak teachers in a row
will never recover”.133 Long-term lifespan developmental studies have shown that
compassionate teachers with high standards can help children overcome poverty, familial
problems and other disadvantages to reach academic success. 134
Emmy Werner and Ruth Smith conducted one of the most comprehensive
studies of child development and resilience ever done. They followed 505 individuals
from the womb to their early thirties on the Hawaiian island of Kauai, about a third of
whom faced troubled childhoods and were considered “at risk”. Their challenges ranged
from poverty to broken homes to mental illness. The study analyzed which protective
factors helped these children adapt successfully to life as adults. Having teachers available
as a source of help was correlated with successful adult adaptation. (r=.36 for males and
r=.24 for females) Additionally, there were many other protective factors that good
teachers could indirectly influence. A positive attitude towards school was correlated
with success for males (r=.38 for males). Motivation for achievement was also correlated
with adaptations. (r=.26 for males and r=.27 for females).135 Various metrics of academic
success were also related to successful adaptation. While any of these protective factors
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alone has only moderate strength, a good teacher can provide multiple protective factors
for at risk students. A motivated teacher can inspire a student to achieve his or her goals,
give a positive impression of education, increase academic performance, and serve as a
source of help to students. The multiple protective factors provided by high quality
teachers can have a positive impact that reverberates throughout the entire lifespan of a
student.
3.1.3.1 Teacher Quality
Pro: Turnarounds improve teacher quality
Turnarounds typically result in higher quality teachers, which leads to improved
student learning and performance. Ideally, in the turnaround process, teachers who are
identified as having beneficial traits according to federal guidelines will have their right to
practice their profession respected. In other words, teachers who demonstrate
exceptional dedication -- such as a willingness to stay extra time after class, answer phone
calls and emails from parents outside of school hours, to work with their students to find
the best education style for them – are retained in the turnaround school.
These teachers are selected by school administration based on federal or statesuggested models of evaluation. The federal Department of Education has published
several sets of guidelines on which qualities characterize the best teachers for the
turnaround model. In addition, the Commonwealth of Massachusetts has one of the
nation’s most robust teacher evaluation programs.136 Some of these qualities include
volunteering personal time after and before class to help students and parents, selfcontrol and confidence, conceptual thinking, innovative and personalized teaching to a
variety of students. Individual teachers are evaluated for the possession of these qualities
on the basis of one-on-one interviews performed by district officials with the respective
teachers, teacher performance, and data from past student performance. Educators who
possess such beneficial qualities will then be retained within the turnaround.
Apparently, Massachusetts turnarounds thus far have done a good job of
retaining good teachers and hiring high quality new teachers. Recent statistics from
Massachusetts strongly support the dismissal of teachers to improve student learning. In
fact, the more teachers replaced in a turnaround, the more profound the impact has been
shown to be on test scores. For schools in Massachusetts that replaced 50% or more of
their teachers, they met their performance goals 89% of the time. 137 For schools that
replaced between a third and a half of their teachers, 33% met their goals. For schools
replacing less than a third of their teachers, 18-20% met their goals.138
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Figure 16

Within Boston, case studies exist to show the power of turnarounds in improving
the quality of education by replacing current teachers with higher quality educators.
Higginson/Lewis K-8 School and Orchard Gardens K-8 School are only four blocks and
a five minute drive apart. Both of them have nearly identical student bodies: 88% of
Higginson/Lewis students come from poverty, whereas 87% of Orchard Gardens
students do.139 When Orchard Gardens became a turnaround, the new principal replaced
80% of the teachers and set aside more time for teachers to problem solve.140 The result
of the additional hiring and firing autonomy provided by the turnaround has resulted in
Orchard Gardens having one of the fastest growing MCAS scores in Boston.141
Higginson/Lewis was not as fortunate. It was not ranked quite low enough to receive
turnaround funding.142 It has instead languished without adequate resources or autonomy
to make the changes it needs to. Despite the best efforts of the faculty there, MCAS
scores have not gone up significantly.143
Con: Turnarounds do not improve teacher quality and student learning
The goal of turnaround schools of creating dramatic improvements in a school
within a short period of time creates a unique need to attract and retain highly effective
teachers. Often, however, this need for improvements in a short period of time requires
the freedom and flexibility to make drastic hiring and firing decisions that often are at
odds with the stipulations of union contracts and state collective bargaining laws.
Although there is a great need to attract and retain highly effective teachers, the
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environment in which turnarounds exist limits their ability to improve teacher quality due
to the inflexibility of collective bargaining agreements (CBAs) and low teacher retention
rates.
Collective Bargaining Agreements (CBAs)
In order for turnaround schools to increase the quality of teachers and improve
the effectiveness of teaching, turnaround leaders require flexibility that is not possible
with the current state of CBAs. Due to the existence of CBAs, turnaround schools are
tasked with the difficult challenge of striking a balance “between securing necessary
teacher protections and avoiding burdensome restrictions to the school environment” 144.
According to Rachel Weinberg in her report “Negotiating for Change,” traditional
collective bargaining agreements (CBAs) often restrict a turnaround school leader’s
ability to make staffing decisions based on the evaluation of teacher performance and
require leaders to “prioritize seniority over effectiveness” of teachers. CBAs restrict the
flexibility of schools to make short-term changes in “work provisions” (such as school
calendars and schedules for extended learning time) that will accommodate student
needs.
According to Andrew J. Rotherham145, the major fault in static teacher contracts
lies in their inability to recognize the “changing landscape” of educational goals and
needs. Not all public schools currently perform at the same level, and therefore the
uniformity and rigidity of CBAs restricts the autonomy of school turnaround principals,
who may understand the unique situation of his or her own school better than some
monolithic state law. For example, many teacher contracts are still written with rigid and
explicit restrictions on the amount of time teachers can work in a day. These restrictions
extend from the historical “factory model” CBAs that were meant to protect laborers
from employer’s “abusing workers’ time”146. However, as Rotherham stated, the
education “landscape” has changed since then, and the needs of a turnaround school
usually require extended learning time from teachers in order to meet the needs of
students for additional student instruction, “common planning time,” and “professional
development”147. Current CBAs prevent such decisions from taking place at the school
level and hinder the ability of turnaround school leaders from responding to teacher and
student needs.
Teacher Retention
Turnarounds do not improve teacher quality because they still have high teacher
attrition rates; this attrition rate arises from poor school culture immediately after the
turnaround is put in place and a lack of incentives to stay. High teacher retention rates
are important to teacher quality because effective teachers are encouraged to stay and
improve the performance of a turnaround school.
The one-time overhaul that turnarounds use is not enough in producing a culture
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that encourages teachers to stay. These low retention rates are generally linked to teacher
dissatisfaction with school culture as it relates to “mutual trust and respect within
schools,” how school leaders respond to teachers who ineffective teachers, “parent
involvement, student conduct, school safety and location” 148. Schools that were
categorized as having “weak instructional cultures” had 50 percent higher turnover rates
among high quality teachers. In the “Irreplaceables” report, “weak instructional cultures”
refers to low performance on a “campus index created from teacher responses to the
following three survey questions: “My school is committed to improving my
instructional practice,” “Teachers at my school share a common vision of what effective
teaching looks like,” and “The expectations for effective teaching are clearly defined at
my school.”149
Furthermore, the low retention rate of turnarounds is often due to high
performers’ lack of recognition from turnaround leaders. In fact, according to The New
Teacher Project’s report “The Irreplaceables: Understanding the Real Retention Crisis in
America’s Urban Schools,” most schools retain “high performing and low performing
teachers at strikingly similar rates” of about 14 percent.

Figure 17: Simulated teacher retention patterns in 10 low-performing schools, each with 20
teachers150

Furthermore, these current retention rates “lock our lowest-achieving schools in
a cycle of failure,” because schools that would be targeted for turnarounds have a smaller
proportion of high quality teachers and a higher proportion of low quality teachers than
average and high-performing schools.
A report issued by the Massachusetts Department of Elementary and Secondary
Education in 2014 also highlights the ability of school culture to influence student
academic performance. “Achievement Gain” turnaround schools that have “exited Level
4 status in 2013”151. In this report, “observations of school climate continued to be
highly correlated with achievement gains across the schools, in providing a safe, orderly,
and supportive learning environment for students but also a collegial, collaborative, and
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professional culture for teachers”152. The success these turnarounds experienced in
improved school culture involved specific and sustained actions by the leaders and
teachers, involving the active measurement of and reflection upon progress, efforts to
ensure “students (when needed) were provided with additional and targeted supports to
meet their academic and social-emotional needs”153. This finding shows that that both
school culture and cooperative, high-quality teachers are two key components to creating
successful turnaround schools. In order to be a successful turnaround school, the school
cannot have one without the other.
Synthesis
Within the context of turnarounds, in which schools are expected to achieve
rapid improvements in a short period of time, school leaders should be empowered with
the flexibility to make decisions that will benefit their students and improve the
performance of their schools. Adjustments need to be made, in order to respond to the
needs of students. Ideally, leaders should be able to evaluate teachers and then make
staffing decisions (whether to hire, retain, or fire teachers) strictly based on these
evaluations, as opposed to seniority. However, the inflexibility of current CBA’s makes
this proposal unlikely at the present. Alternatively, leaders should at least be allowed to
make decisions involving the design of the school day, especially involving the allocation
of extra time for teachers to conduct one-on-one sessions with students and outreach to
parents.
Retention of effective teachers is essential to the success of a turnaround. There
are many practices that school leaders can adopt that can aid in increasing retention of
these quality teachers. Firstly, recognizing the achievements of high-performing teachers
allows these effective teachers to know that they are being differentiated from less
effective teachers. Secondly, empowering high-performing teachers with more leadership
roles in the school provides opportunities for career advancement and offers greater job
satisfaction. Thirdly, linking high-performing teachers together into working groups has
been shown to “improve their collective performance and lower turnover after hiring”.154
A combination of these three strategies will lead to higher teacher retention of quality
teachers, and hopefully better performance for a turnaround.
Of course, both issues of CBAs and teacher retention depend upon the issue of
teacher evaluations, which raises many complex questions. What is the most accurate and
effective system for evaluating the quality of teachers? Furthermore, once this distinction
is made, what, if any, hiring and firing decisions should be made based on these
evaluations?
Currently, most states use multiple aspects to measure teacher effectiveness.
According to the Center for Public Education, “Forty-one states require or recommend
teachers be evaluated on multiple measures as a more complete and accurate gauge of
performance. No state evaluates teachers on test scores alone”155. Many states use a
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combination of methods to evaluate teachers, including observations by school
principals and outside coaches, student test scores (measured through student percentile
growth or SGP), formative assessments, and student learning objectives (SLO)156.
Different states also use the evaluations in different ways. Twenty-eight states use
evaluations to make hiring and firing decisions, while “another 12 states grant districts
the discretion to use results for these purposes if they so choose”157. Many states even
require that teachers be evaluated as “ineffective” for multiple years before they can be
fired. Many states also use evaluations as tools for helping teachers improve. According
to educational consultant Charlotte Danielson in an interview with the US Department
of Education, “to have an effective teacher evaluation system, you need good, trained
evaluators and more time from teachers and administrators to discuss performance and
improve teaching and learning”158.
3.1.3.2 Teacher’s Rights
Educators are charged with the unique task of determining the future of the
country and the world. Their position to mold and develop the minds of youth places
them in a particularly unique and powerful situation. As such, teachers are often afforded
rights and privileges that help better their work experience and standards. Across the
country and across school districts, the benefits policy makers have traditionally
attempted to make standard for teachers vary greatly. Additionally, the degree to which
those rights are respected in the School Improvement Grant Turnaround model is
different from the general school model, where many of the aforementioned benefits or
rights are often untouchable benefits.
One of the most well documented set of teachers’ rights comes from the state of
Louisiana, where Governor Bobby Jindal signed into law “The Teacher’s Bill of Rights.”
The main goal of this document was to cement many rights of teachers too often
usurped by their superiors. Louisiana determined that some of the most important rights
of educations included the right to have their classroom decisions respected by school,
district, county, and state officials and the right to have support from their school
administration when pushing for increased parental participation in a child’s education
and student performance. Governor Jindal signed into law ten rights for teachers,
including the right to request the presence of parents in the classroom to help struggling
students, to not be burdened by excessive paperwork, and weekly collaboration time with
other teachers.159

Pro: Teachers rights are respected in the turnaround process
Ideally, in the turnaround process, teachers who are identified as having beneficial
traits according to federal guidelines will have their right to practice their profession
respected. In other words, teachers who demonstrate exceptional dedication -- such as a
willingness to stay extra time after class, answer phone calls and emails from parents
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outside of school hours, to work with their students to find the best education style for
them – are retained in the turnaround school.
These teachers are selected by school administration based on federal or statesuggested models of evaluation. The federal Department of Education has published
several sets of guidelines on which qualities characterize the best teachers for the
turnaround model. In addition, the Commonwealth of Massachusetts has one of the
nation’s most robust teacher evaluation programs160. Some of these qualities include
volunteering personal time after and before class to help students and parents, selfcontrol and confidence, conceptual thinking, innovative and personalized teaching to a
variety of students. Individual teachers are evaluated for the possession of these qualities
on the basis of one-on-one interviews performed by district officials with the respective
teachers, teacher performance, and data from past student performance. Educators who
possess such beneficial qualities will then be retained within the turnaround. Last year,
92% of Massachusetts’s teachers were deemed effective teachers and would likely be
kept in any turnaround style program.161
Con: Teachers rights are not respected in the turnaround process
However, the turnaround program, by its very nature, implies the possibility of
infringement upon teacher rights and requires schools to disregard tenure. Given that the
turnaround program requires schools to let go of at least 50% of their teachers, and that
the teachers who are removed from the school are selected on the basis of the evaluative
criteria discussed in the previous paragraph, without reference to tenure, tenured
teachers who fail to meet those standards will not always have access to tenure. These
teachers will be often be rehired at different schools. They are provided with job fairs,
the opportunity for new employment, and are kept as members of the Quality Teachers
Pool.162 In sum, while tenured teachers let go by turnarounds do remain within the
system, they no longer enjoy the ability to teach at the school at which they received
tenure. The turnaround program therefore seems fundamentally incompatible with
elements of the tenure system as it is currently understood. Although little data is
available on the status of tenured teachers in Massachusetts turnaround schools, many
anecdotal stories tell of turnaround models that result in the firing of a majority of all
teachers at the previously failing school.163 Reports from the Mass Insight Education and
Research Institute similarly do not provide numbers on tenured teachers, or on the state
as a whole, but do show that in a turnaround school in Springfield, 60% of teachers at
the previously failing school chose to leave or were not rehired under the turnaround
model. 164
Synthesis
As mentioned in the con section, turnaround models raise interesting questions
about the rights of tenured teachers. Recently, however, dozens of states across the
Massachusetts Model System for Educator Evaluation. (2012, January 1). Retrieved December 4, 2014.
Robbins, C. (n.d.). Most Massachusetts teachers are doing solid work, new evaluation shows. Retrieved
October 24, 2014.
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country have begun to modify or eliminate teacher tenure from their state education
codes. In the states considering changing the rules of teacher tenure, many believe that
tenure has the potential to keep ineffective and or poor quality teachers in the classroom.
Just this year in California, tenure was ruled to be in violation of the state constitution
because it violated the civil rights of poor and minority students. In the ruling, Judge
Treu said that the civil rights of California’s minority students were being violated
because they were most often stuck with poor quality, tenured teachers who were often
times underperforming but unable to be fired due to their tenure protection. Additionally
in Los Angeles, California teacher tenure received a body blow from public opinion
when it was discovered that a teacher accused of committing lewd acts with children was
unable to be fired because of his tenure protection. He was eventually paid $40,000 to
resign, outraging the community and the parents of the abused students. Tenure laws,
due to their nature, have the ability to keep poor quality teachers in the classroom.
Although this is not the goal of tenure laws, due to their intent on protecting quality
teachers, the net is cast too wide and often times, poor quality teachers reap the benefits
that are aimed at protecting quality teachers. Also, since the authority for a turnaround
model comes from the federal and state government and changes to tenure law come
from state court decisions or bills, they have the authority to break union contracts
already in place.

3.2 Closures
School closure is a reform technique under the School Improvement Grant
program that involves shutting underperforming schools and moving their students to
other schools in the district. They are the most extreme model of school turnaround:
they allow for both an immediate and a drastic change in the students’ education. They
are only used in cases in which it is impossible to reform the school to meet
requirements.165 Because closures are rarely implemented, it can be difficult to gather
data on their effectiveness. Only 6% of schools implementing American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act turnarounds use the closure model.166 Officials evaluate chronic
underperformance, shrinking enrollment,167 low graduation rates, and unsatisfactory test
scores to determine which schools require closure.168 School closures face criticism for
unequally affecting minority, special education, and low-income students, creating school
deserts, and failing to improve students’ education. This section will compare the goals
of school closures with their outcomes and explore other effects and backlash. Finally, it
will conclude with a brief examination of the literature on how to achieve successful
schools closures.
Pro: Closures effectively raise student achievement
“School Turnaround: A Pocket Guide.” Reauthorizing ESEA (2011): n. pag. American Institute for Research.
Web.
166 Ibid.
167 Layton, L. “Are School Closings the ‘new Jim Crow’? Activists File Civil Rights Complaints.” Washington Post.
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If students can be consistently assigned to high-performing schools after their
original school is closed, school closure may effectively raise student achievement. The
best evidence available suggests that students’ performance after school closure is
dependent on the quality of the school that the student is sent to after his or her original
school is closed. In studies of closure in D.C. Public Schools169 and Chicago Public
Schools170, students whose schools were closed experienced a small initial dip in
performance but saw their performance rise back to the expected level after only one or
two years. Notably, students who then attended high-performing schools saw greater
gains in their achievement than students sent to lower-performing schools171. Although
these studies do not show that school districts consistently placed students in highperforming schools, they do suggest that a strategy of closing very low-performing
schools while creating more high-performing schools for students to attend could
positively impact performance.
An effective school-closure strategy would involve replacing low-performing
schools with more effective models. This strategy could result in important gains for
students. For example, a rigorous study of the effect of small high schools – largely
created after underperforming neighborhood schools had been closed - found that those
schools increased students’ high school graduation rates by 10-percentage points5172.
In cases of dwindling enrollment, school closure may also free up needed
resources for other schools by eliminating facilities costs.
Con: Closures do not effectively raise student achievement
Studies of school closure find that students are not consistently assigned to
higher-performing schools and that school closure does not have a significant positive
effect on student performance. In both D.C. and Chicago, the two most rigorously
studied examples, students’ test scores temporarily declined after their schools closed.
The scores eventually rebounded to the level expected before closure but did not rise
above what would have been expected without closures173. Even though school closures
aim to provide students with better education, the relocated students often do not
transfer to better schools. In their study of Chicago school closings, Torre and Gwynne
find that only 6 percent of students transferred into a school that had test scores in the
top quartile of the district. Because underperforming schools are concentrated in certain
areas, students from those areas are still likely to be assigned to low-performing schools
even after a round of closures.174 Often, the receiving schools do not receive the funding
they were promised and must deal with more students without adequate resources 175. If
Ozek, U., Hansen, M., & Gonzaelz, T. (2012). Student Achievement and Mobility under School Restructuring.
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students are sent to a more highly performing school, their scores and attendance tend to
improve, although these students must then travel farther to get to their new schools
because they are outside their original district176.
School closures disproportionately affect certain groups and often engender a
negative response from the community. In particular, closures disproportionally affect
cities, which often house students of more diverse ethnic and socioeconomic
backgrounds. Specifically, school closures are implemented in 2% of School
Improvement Grants turnaround schools nationwide, but make up 5% of cases in
cities.177. Locally, many students in Boston felt that a recent round of school closures was
unfair and targeted minority student. In 2010, Boston School Superintendent Carol
Johnson led reforms under the plan “Redesign and Reinvest,” closing 9 schools and
merging 8.178 These schools were underperforming academically, in poor repair, and were
the least commonly chosen to attend in the district.179 However, parents who attended
the meeting on this decision felt that it was poorly explained and determined without
community input180.
Community opposition to school closure can create challenges for the district and
negatively affect the district’s relationship with the community. In a survey, 69% of
district officials saw community resistance to school closures as “challenging” or “very
challenging”181. After a series of school closure in Chicago, parents and students
protested about the unfair frequency of closures in the low-income, inner city, primarily
African-American neighborhood. All of the students at the remaining high school in the
district are designated low-income and one quarter of the students have special needs182.
School closures in Boston also had “a sharply unequal impact, falling most heavily on
students of color, English language learners, students with special needs, and low-income
areas of the city”183. The perceived prejudice of school closures angers communities and
leads to a sense of failure that their public school did not meet the mark. Communities
often fight against the district governments’ decision to close their school, feeling
insulted and persecuted, which prevents either group from addressing the more basic
issues. Meetings between district officials and the community are often overshadowed by
this antagonization. The perceived targeting of low-income, inner city, minority, and
special needs students makes schools closures extremely unpopular.
Synthesis
The effectiveness of school closures depends on the quality of school to which
the students transfer. Ultimately, the best evidence available suggests that the effect of
school closing is heavily dependent on the quality of school the student is sent to after
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his or her original school closes. The success of school closures depends entirely on
sending students from the closed school to more highly performing schools184. As Torre
and Gwynne explain in the Chicago case, “Displaced students who enrolled in new
schools with high average achievement had larger gains in both reading and math than
students who enrolled in receiving schools with lower average achievement.” In another
unpublished and un-reviewed study from researchers at the RAND Corporation, authors
reiterate that the ability of districts to secure high-performing schools is important.
Unfortunately, students often do not transfer to a higher performing school, making the
initial closure useless.
It is difficult to determine the success of a closure even when students are moved
to a better school. Because there have been relatively few cases of school closures and
they have not been studied thoroughly, it is hard to see if students really benefit.
Relocated students may still underperform but their scores are hidden amongst their
higher achieving peers’185. We cannot determine that positive peer pressure and better
resources are helping these students because their test scores and attendance is diluted in
their new schools. More research must be done into the social and academic effects of
closures on students by observing individual students, not school wide trends. There are
many challenges to ensuring and determining the success of school closures. While they
are likely detrimental to communities’ and students’ morale, school closures have not
been proven to negatively affect their academic performance and therefore should only
be carried out when students will transfer to significantly better schools.

4 Conclusion
The goal of this paper was to provide an overview of the wide range of civil
rights concerns regarding charter schools, turnarounds, and closures in order to give
readers a balanced view of the current policy options. We hope that the structure in
which it was presented proved useful. In particular, we hope that the pro/con divide
helped readers reach informed understanding of the empirical data behind the talking
points frequently presented by both reform proponents and reform opponents, and that
the synthesis sections provided useful policy recommendations for dealing with
problems raised in some of the con sections. We will conclude now by providing a
condensed bibliography, in which we highlight the most important articles we cited,
which we hope will serve as a useful starting point for readers who wish to perform
further research on the civil rights issues discussed in this paper.
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